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INTRODUCTION
I am a Darwin based shoe designer using leather as my main material. With a background as a
European trained fashion/costume and set designer I am familiar with a wide range of
materials in general and with leather specifically. An incredibly versatile material with a wide
range of properties, leather is uniquely suitable to be used in the production of products such
as shoes, bags, clothing and protective gear. Leather has been used since the Stone Age and
has been part of evolution as we know it. Our predecessors used it for weaponry and
protection against the elements. Leather vessels made it possible to transport water over long
periods of time and in critical circumstances during the Middle Ages. Where would we be
today without the use of leather belts for the machinery of the Industrial Revolution?
Leather has played a vital role in the transition to contemporary life as we know it. In my
private life I made the decision to reduce and ultimately stop eating meat many years ago.
Apart from health benefits for me as an individual, I strongly relate to animals as fellow
species and there is conclusive evidence that meat consumption is partly responsible for
global warming. Sharing an overpopulated planet, we all have the responsibility as individuals
as well as a people to carefully examine our conduct, consider the impact we inflict and to take
responsibility for our actions.
Using leather is a conflict always on my mind.
There is no easy solution for replacing leather altogether, and the subject is anything but black
and white. Many aspects must be taken into consideration to make an informed decision. Me
stopping to use leather will not even remotely change the life of an animal given that to date,
leather is still seen as a by-product of the meat industry.
For years I have been interested in exploring alternative materials with suitable properties
such as longevity and graceful ageing. A major question to ask: what happens once the
product is discarded? Replacing leather with a substitute might still require procedures with
enormous consequences when introduced into the environment via landfill or other ways.
My research brought me in contact with individuals as well as organisations and businesses
all working in and around the Fashion, Leather and Footwear industry.
The Churchill Fellowship has made it possible to embark on a journey of communication,
show-and-tell and serious fact-finding. I have returned home with a better understanding of
the challenges ahead to reduce the impact of that industry. I certainly have come back with a
renewed appreciation of the product that is SKIN/Leather and the intriguing world of
‘alternate leather’.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Marlene Kranz, shoe designer 'Ideal Husband’, PO Box 1201, Nightcliff, NT 0814, M +61 407 351 968

To research ‘eco’ leather, sustainable design and to further the ‘Art of Shoemaking’
During my Fellowship, I spent eight weeks in the UK, The Netherlands, Germany, Spain and
Italy.
I met with 17 individual shoemakers and designers, visited 13 museums and exhibitions and
talked to four museum curators. I was given access to three archives normally not open to
public scrutiny.
I visited three tanneries, one water plant, two state of the art colour labs and three training
facilities.
I met one person dedicated to Traceable Leather and another one immersed in Virtual Reality.
I enjoyed the company of two conceptual artists and had an intriguing talk to one cultural
identity and community language developer and ‘undefined mind’ as well as one ‘Fashion
Futurist’.
I time-travelled to spend time in the company of three 15th Century Florentine nuns.
Particularly helpful during my research were:
During my preparation phase in Australia, Janne Baetsen from ‘MindFashion’ generously gave
her time and access to her intriguing mind.
Heleen Overbeek compiled an impressive list of people to contact with suggestions for
research.
Experiencing first-hand the close-knit Dutch shoe designer community has been an
inspiration to work on my own Australian group.
Inge Specht organised our visit to STAHL in Waalwijk introducing me to Frans van der Heuvel
who in turn gave me the contact of a fellow researcher at Northampton University.
Diane E Becker and Barbara Mannucci for organising a memorable day in the Tuscan Leather
district making it possible to visit four companies on one day.
Major lessons and conclusions, and their implementation and dissemination:
Shortly before embarking on my Fellowship, I made the decision to completely re-assess the
sourcing and manufacturing side of my shoe brand ‘Ideal Husband’. Issues around reliability
and assuring quality consistency made it imperative to look for a suitable alternative
preferably onshore.
I have found it very conducive to my trip to have a ‘real life’ issue with pressing questions to
answer keeping me focussed and genuinely interested in solutions currently being
investigated within the industry.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability is a culture and needs to be embedded within all layers of society to
work ! networks are vital, working as a team the only way forward
Re-defining consumerism and customer awareness are paramount for genuine
solutions
Circular economy as the new business model (as opposed to linear economy)
‘Eco’ leather does not exist, however, efforts are made to reduce environmental impact
Plant based alternatives to leather have yet to produce the sufficient properties to
make them suitable for footwear – although alternatives for bags are acceptable
‘Vegan’ shoe production is not a 100 per cent circular production and relies on manmade fibres having environmental impacts
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•
•
•

Lab-grown ‘leather’ is not yet at the point of entering the market comprehensively and
is reliant on dyeing and tanning procedures that have an environmental impact
My broader awareness of the international scope of which I will take into my own
work and my teaching practices ! part of FibreArt 2019
Lessons in persistence, self-belief and resilience which I will apply to my work and my
teaching practice

PROGRAMME
I arrived in Amsterdam on Thursday the 30th of August 2018 and left from Amsterdam
on Thursday the 25th of October 2018.
Date
30/08/2018
31/08/2018
03/09/2018
03/09/2018
04/09/2018
04/09/2018
05/09/2018
05/09/2018
06/09/2018
06/09/2018

07/09/2018

Organisation/
Where
Bag Museum
Amsterdam
Amsterdam
International
Wooden Shoes
Museum, Eelde
Arnhem
Traceable Leather
Project, Dongen
Dongen

Person

Dutch Shoe
Academy, Utrecht
Dutch Shoe
Academy, Utrecht

Liesel Swart

Leather & Shoe
Museum, Waalwijk
STAHL, Waalwijk

Exhibition
Rene Van den Berg
Bertus Van den Hof

Shoe Designer
Curator

Roderick Pieters
Janine Caalders

Inge Specht

Shoe Designer
Managing
Director
Orthopaedic
Shoemaker
Lecturer, Shoe
Designer
Graduate
Shoemakers
Shoefactory
Curator

Frans van den
Heuvel
Annelies Janssenvan Drunen
Liza Snook

Global Campus
Manager
Application/
Colour Specialist
Director

Jan Krol

Anita Hardeman
Alice Nooter

07/09/2018

Virtual Shoe
Museum, The Hague
Rotterdam
Elisabeth Thorsen
(Norway)
Kunsthal, Rotterdam Viktor&Rolf

09/09/2018

Rotterdam

11/09/2018

MindFashion,
London

07/09/2018

Role

Amber Ambrose
Aurele
Janne Baetsen
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Exhibition
(Fashion
Designer)
Shoe Designer
Cultural Identity
&Community
Language
Developer,
Undefined Mind
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12/09/2018
12/09/2018
13/09/2018
13/09/2018
14/09/2018

Vivienne Westwood,
London
Old Bond Street,
London
London
London
Victoria & Albert
Museum, London

14/09/2018

PSYCH FI, London

16/09/2018

Artefact Footwear,
Futures MA Show
OXO Tower Wharf,
London
Artefact Footwear,
Futures MA Show
OXO Tower Wharf,
London
Museum and Art
Gallery,
Northampton
National Leather
Collection
Gang Art, Berlin
Massschuhmacherei,
Bremen
German Leather
Museum (DLM),
Offenbach
INCUSA tannery,
Silla
Museum of Leather
Artistry, Vic
Santa Perpetua de
Montego
Barcelona
Venice
Venice
Atelier Segalin,
Venice
Serafino il Calzolaio,
Venice
Lorenzi, Padua
(Vigonza)
La Calzolaia,
Florence
Salvatore
Ferragamo Museum,
Florence

16/09/2018

18/09/2018
20/09/2018
24/09/2018
27/09/2018
30/09/2108
02/10/2018
04/10/2018
05/10/2018
05/10/2018
08/10/2018
08/10/2018
09/10/2018
09/10/2018
10/10/2018
12/10/2018
12/10/2018

Brigitte Stepputtis

International
Head of Couture
Stella McCartney
High End Luxury
Alexander McQueen Brands
Jo Cope
Conceptual Artist
VIN + OMI
Fashion Show
Exhibition
‘Fashioned from
Nature’
James E Marks
Head of UK
Operations
Heleen Overbeek
Shoe Designer

Lisbeth Lovbak
Berg
Rebecca Shawcross

Fashion Futurist
Design Thinker,
Sustainability
Expert
Senior Shoe
Curator

Philip Warner

Senior Curator

Birgit Oder
Caecilie Becker

Shoe Designer
Shoe Designer

Susanne Caponi
(via email only)

Exhibition

VISIT CANCELLED

Tannery
Exhibition

Silvia Fado

Shoe Designer

Gala Salvador Dali
Gabriele Gmeiner
Giovanna Zanella
Daniela Ghezzo

Exhibition
Shoe Designer
Shoe Designer
Shoe Designer

Aldo Serafin

Shoe Designer

Lucrezia Vinante

PR

Shoko Matsuko

Shoe Designer
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13/10/2018

23/10/2018

Scarpe Su Misura
Florence
Palazzo Strozzi,
Florence
Genuine Italian
Vegetable Tanned
Leather Consortium
San Miniato
La Perla Azzurra
Tannery, St Croce
Polo Technologico
Conciario PO.TE.CO,
Santa Croce
Toscana
Manufacture
Training School
Santa Croce
Cuoio Depur
Water Plant, San
Romano
Ars Tinctoria
Colour Lab,
Santa Croce
Amsterdam

24/10/2018

Amsterdam

24/10/2018

Amsterdam

13/10/2018
15/10/2018

15/10/2018
15/10/2018
15/10/2018

15/10/2018
15/10/2018

Saskia Wittmer
VISIT CANCELLED
Marina Abramovic
‘The Cleaner’
Diane E Becker
Barbara Mannucci

Shoe Designer

Paolo Fontani

Export Specialist

Dr Domenico
Castiello

Director

Gianluca Papini

Director

Francesco Spennati

Water Engineer

Sandra

Analytical
Chemist

Peter Popps
VISIT CANCELLED
Jan Jansen
VISIT CANCELLED
Hester van Eeghen

Shoe Designer
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MAIN BODY
Intro
Given the numbers of scheduled appointments during my trip, I decided to keep an ongoing
diary documenting each meeting, exhibition and significant event as related to the core
purpose of my fellowship. Where applicable, I outlined challenges/sustainability factor and
potential as well as quotes taken from websites/flyers and other publications. Quotes are
identifiable using italics as well as their relevant references.
All my learnings and conclusions are summarised at the end of this report alongside proposed
application to my own practice and my Australian peer community.
Let the journey begin…heading over to Europe 29th of August 2018
I have not even reached Europe but already encounter my very first object of interest: a
MASSIVE single thong or flip-flop on display at Changi airport in Terminal 2.
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It’s nice and red and rather big. For me, it is an impressive visual reminder what lies ahead:
two months of travelling around Europe connecting with professionals involved in the leather
industry.
Over the last eight months I have been compiling my ‘wish list’ and trying to tie up as many
appointments as possible within my schedule knowing very well that things will change
around a fair bit
A lot of time and effort went into the preparation of this trip, and until the very end I found
myself sorting out little bits and pieces here and there.
Finally – the day of departure arrived, and here I was amongst my fellow travellers in
Singapore doing what I do very often when in transit: looking at other people’s
shoes…counting the ration ‘sneaker – other footwear’.
No surprises here in Changi: 58 pairs of sneakers and four ‘Other” in a ten-minute stretch,
even in my rather secluded little corner.
Pretty sure this is the current global trend – and part of my research into how the footwear
industry claims to embrace the marketable notion of ‘sustainability’.
For full disclosure: I am not a sneakers fan. At all.
They stand for a trend with a troubling forecast: replaceable, mass-produced footwear with a
‘throwaway’ attitude build in, and devastating effects on our environment.
What started out to be an item with a specified use (sports shoes ! to be worn around
sporting activities only) has taken over the better part of the globe and is worn as a massproduced item by most people on the globe.
Wearing sneakers has become the default choice for all demographics and has infiltrated all
levels of the market. Everyone including the homeless and the super rich wears sneakers.
Most of luxury brands offers sneakers, and thus has marketed yet again another ‘everyday’
item as a luxury item.

Gucci interpretation of sneakers – both seen in Florence, Italy, October 2018
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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FIRST STOP: The Netherlands
I arrived in Amsterdam on Thursday morning with the European sun out in full force – what a
welcome after what felt like a lifetime in transit. First things first: getting my smallish suitcase
up those traditional stairs in a classic old house – all of a sudden, my rather minimal travel
gear morphed into a cumbersome giant very opposed to the notion of upwards movement.
I have arrived in the country of cheese, stairs and a long tradition of excellent shoemakers.
I have also arrived with an impressive jet lag in tow and trying to get into the right day/night
routine I focussed on simplicity here: keep walking, stay awake, see nice things. Amsterdam is
home to many fascinating collections, and I chose the Bag Museum for my first outing.
Thursday 30th of August – Museum of Bags and Purses Museum, Amsterdam

Shoe bag designed by Jan Jansen, 2006, LEFT. Interior staircase with chandelier, RIGHT.
I made my way to the Museum of Bags and Purses on Herengracht 153. The private collection
of Hendrikje and Heinz Ivo moved to its current location in 2006 and to date houses over
5000 bags and purses in a beautifully restored old merchant house dating back to the 17th
Century. Amongst the treasures spanning from the Middle Ages to contemporary fashion I
spotted an interesting object: a shoe bag!
The collection is spread over three floors connected via stairs with the custom made
contemporary chandelier. Comprehensively displayed, the museum is a fascinating place for
everyone with an appreciation for fine craftsmanship and suffering from a bag addiction
(which I have somehow dodged altogether focussing on nurturing my shoe cravings).
Still only half awake I made my way to Hester van Eeghen’s HQ to find out whether they could
see me sometime during my trip. I talked to Nadja, the marketing director and got a date with
Hester: 24th of October, the day before I head back home.
Feeling somewhat accomplished, I finally surrendered to my all-consuming need for sleep and
made it back home to sink into a very agreeable slumber – after about 34 hours without sleep.
Good night…
Link

https://tassenmuseum.nl/
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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Friday 31st of August – Rene van den Berg studio, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

Adequate signage in Rene’s window – and the man himself in his studio in the
downstairs part of his house in Hoofddorp.
I took the bus from Amsterdam to Hoofddorp station, where Rene collected me and drove us
to his studio in Hoofddorp. First thing I saw was a sign in his window: ‘Bureau des Miracles’.
Well - this is NOT an overstatement. This man has refined the art of shoemaking, and he is
truly gifted with talent, incredible design skills and an almost unhealthy determination to find
a solution for any shoe related obstacles coming his way.
What started as an apprenticeship aged 17 becoming an orthopaedic shoemaker gave him the
foundation for a career which today spans over more than three decades of artistic practice.
This man can sew. This man can sculpt. This man is The Wizard of Sculpted Heels…and the list
goes on.
He is the fourth in line of a family of traditional cobblers – his father, grandfather and greatgrandfather all have dedicated their lives mostly to repairing shoes, and Rene is the first shoe
designer of the family.
27 years ago, he built his first pair of cowboy boots venturing out into the world of original
design – the design and execution earned him the praise of his then idol, Dutch shoe designer
Jan Jansen.
In his studio (established in 1992) he has worked on collaboration with Thierry Mugler, and
as recently as this summer with Belgian fashion designer Walter Von Beirendonck.
Rene’s creations have complimented the work of local fashion designers, and Beyonce can be
seen wearing his towering silver sculpture on one of her albums (styled by Jan Taminiau,
shoes made by Rene).
His creations have adorned the likes of Lady Gaga, Alicia Keys and Fergie; and his work is not
unknown amongst the Dutch Royals.
The list goes on, the achievements are enormous, and yet, he is not much known outside of
Holland.
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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His meticulously organised work space houses a variety of machinery, leather hides and of
course beautiful samples of his craft. Since my visit, he has relocated to a bigger studio close
by – a much needed and anticipated move.
He has developed his brand MAKERSZOON - son of a (shoe) maker - around the idea of
making a pair of shoes without power tools/machinery. His shoes are made with Veg Tan
leather, and his lining (upper from Germany, lining from Sweden) is cleverly designed around
the idea of minimal waste.
Biggest challenge for him: as the true precisionist he clearly is, letting go of the notion of
‘perfectionism’.
Challenges:
• Survival as designer/maker in the face of economic instability
• Unethical conduct of collaborating fashion designers - financial disadvantage
• Ego driven fashion industry – collaborating designers reluctant/not allowing for
recognition (exception: Walter von Beirendonck, Belgium)
• Bigger workspace needed (he has since found a new studio with ample space)
Sustainability factor:
• Makerszoon shoe range works with minimal waste – no machinery/electricity needed
Potential:
• With further recognition and brand awareness this high-end product delivers elegance
in an ethical context
Links http://www.renevandenberg.nl/

Assorted examples of his work with the clogs Walter Van Beirendonk commissioned for
his fashion show, left. Right: his very first go of a pair of boots inspired by the movie
‘ALIEN’ earned him the praise of Jan Jansen.
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Sunday 2nd September – David LaChapelle exhibition ‘Good News for Modern Man’,
Groninger Museum, Groningen, Netherlands

One of many thought provoking images on display at the museum. Subject of mass
production, consumerism, destruction and capitalism in the face of an increasingly
dysfunctional world
Museum Press release (link to website page 16)
(…) Good News for Modern Man allows visitors to experience an expansive survey of work by
photographer David LaChapelle. The exhibition offers over 70 significant pieces from various
periods of the artist’s image making career in a vast narrative. (…) Fully aware of the artistic
artifice, LaChapelle’s work is distinguished by its ability to relate and dialogue with the
manifestations of western civilisation over vast themes from the classical renaissance to the
future.
David LaChapelle (born 1963, Hartford, Connecticut) began his career showing in galleries in
New York City’s East Village. In 1984 he was hired by Andy Warhol to make pictures for
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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Interview magazine. LaChapelle’s innovative approach established the artist as one of the
world’s most influential photographers.
His remarkable portraits, stage and film works of celebrities and culture have become iconic
archetypes of America in the 21st century. A keystone of the monumental ‘Good News for Modern
Man’ is the series of The Deluge, which marked the beginning of a personal renaissance for
LaChapelle. Inspired by a 2006 visit to the Sistine Chapel, the artist shifted his focus from
editorial commissions and returned to communicating his own intuitive concepts. The title
image of ‘The Deluge’ series by the same name (and over seven meters wide) brings
Michelangelo’s’ tableaux to life in the modern age.
Other exhibition highlights include ‘Earth Laughs in Flowers’(2008-2011), a series linking the
traditional theme of vanitas to contemporary consumer society. The ‘Gas Stations’ and ‘Land
Scape’ series (2013) examine the detracting relationship of industry and nature. Also, on display
is LaCHapelle’s newest series ‘New World’ (2006-2017), in which LaChapelle returns to his
unique analogue photographic process.
Potential:
• High Visual impact ! generates contemplation
• Reaching wide audience based on his popularity
• Ability to convey unpleasant messages with highly accessible visuals
• Celebrity factor
Link

http://davidlachapelle.com/exhibitions/2018-04-20_groninger-museum/
http://home.davidlachapelle.com/

Heather Marks by David LaChapelle. ‘The House at the End of the World’, 2005
Dress by Viktor&Rolf, Dutch Fashion designer duo based in Amsterdam
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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Monday 3rd September – Bertus van den Hof, International Wooden Shoes Museum, Eelde

Bertus van den Hof and I are standing in between the machinery used to shape the
inside and the outside of a classic Dutch klompen. Machinery took over the making by
hand. On the right are children’s’ wooden shoes from the French collection.
I am still jetlagged but thrilled to have been shown around the archive to see the complete
French Wooden shoes/Klompen collection. Bertus van den Hof, the dedicated
curator/conservator and advocate for the International Wooden Shoe Museum is one of
approximately 60 volunteers expending and maintaining this remarkable collection. Designs
from all over the world from collectors as well as individuals have made their home in Eelde.
The French collection (approximately 2,500 pairs in total) needs to be seen to be believed –
remarkable designs, astounding craftsmanship, the most intricate designs – wood carvings so
delicately executed it resembles the finery of lace share the space with robust Dutch footwear
worn by a labourer.
Challenges:
• Recognition of the vast collection
• Revamping of dated image ! klompen seen in their Dutch context by the majority of
Dutch people (work shoes, farming, not fashionable)
• Attracting and educating local – currently the majority of visitors are international
• Funding needed for expansion of current museum to house the complete collection
(currently stored in part of the local sports hall)
• Keeping the wood eating insects at bay/out of the collection
Sustainability factor:
• Klompen/wooden shoes highly suitable – Bertus hoping for collaboration with Dutch
shoe designers
• While ‘making by hand’ not commercially viable, local carpenter/woodworker
potentially part of development ‘New Klompen’
Potential:
• Revamping the dated Klompen image in collaboration with local Dutch designers
Link

https://klompenmuseum.nl/
Winston Churchill Fellowship Report – Marlene Kranz 2018
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In the archive: embossed, lacquered, painted and carved wooden shoes.
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Monday 3rd September – afternoon – Roderick Pieters, shoe designer, Arnhem

Roderick Pieters in his Arnhem studio showing me his ‘Sneakerkit’ – on my way drove
through autumnal landscape with ‘Hagebutten’
I met Roderick in his studio in downtown Arnhem where he showed me his SNEAKERKIT –
developed with the aim to reduce the toxic glue from making footwear. Over the last year he
has focused on the development of adequate soles and other components ready to send out
globally for other people to take on and use in hands-on workshops. Those workshops make it
possible for complete novices to makes a pair of sneakers. Think ‘Franchise’ and ‘DIY’ with the
potential to spread worldwide.
He and a small group of other shoe designers have developed LOPER which is currently
available via a Kickstarter – making shoemaking available in a very democratic fashion. A
Japanese shoemaker has taken on a batch and the design has been trialled successfully.
He has previously worked in collaboration with a variety of shoe designers – work he enjoys
very much but it is not his bread and butter.
Challenges:
• Reducing non-sustainable elements are currently part of his projects (plastic bags
holding the SNEAKERKIT
• Developing improved soles
• Need to commercialise ethical footwear
• Replacing current capitalistic values with sustainable and holistic values
Sustainability factor:
• Various parts of the LOPER project
• More needed (elimination of plastic packing)
Potential:
• Ongoing developments for further improvement
• Collaboration with Klompenmuseum/Bertus van den Hof?
Link

https://www.roderickpieters.com/
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Tuesday 4th September – TRACE YOUR LEATHER COORPORATIVE, Janine Caalders, Dongen

Liesbeth Ceolen chooses her favourite hide from organic leather, left.
Right: Various differently tanned leather utilizing STAHL chemicals – ‘Easywhite’
I met with Janine Caalders on the premises of an old tannery in Dongen. Janine and her
business partner, Matthea van Staden are the women behind ‘Traceable Leather Cooperative
(TLC)’, a small enterprise with the goal of making Dutch leather traceable. Working with
farmers, designers and the leather industry, they have developed a sustainable and
transparent chain of products that tell the story of the Dutch landscape. Under the name
‘From Grass to Bag’ they are marketing the leather of organically-raised cattle. The leather is
chromium and aldehyde free.
It is a remarkable yet very sensible idea to tackle the voyage from animal to product. Buying a
finished leather product does not come with the provenance of the leather – one would be
very lucky to trace it back to a certain tannery. Finding the geographic area where the cows
were raised and then identifying a specific cow? Now there is a challenge!
The leather only slowly embraces the idea of transparency, and so far, efforts to introduce
sustainability via a circular economy are researched and only partly implemented.
Circular economy stands for an economic system that maximises the re-usability of raw
materials and products while minimising their devaluation. To date, the linear system still
prevails: raw materials are used to manufacture products that are destroyed at the end of their
shelf lives.
In the back of a storage room, Janine showed me a pile of recently arrived hides with hairs still
attached. They are Scottish Highlander cows and not commercially bred but kept to maintain
nature areas walking around freely. A customer, Liesbeth, was present to collect a hide for her
latest design. She makes vases out of leather and was currently working on a project for the
Dutch Design Festival later this year. For me, it was fascinating to see that yes, it was possible
to learn how an individual cow lived, how the leather was tanned and who made a product
out of it.
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While organically raised cows provided organic meat, prior to TLC’s set up, their organic hides
joined the non-biological skins heading towards the tanneries. Cows raised in conditions
conducive to organic farming might have more scratches as they are roaming freely. An
industry aiming for smooth, consistently similar hides has contributed to an impossible
expectation of unblemished leather. The reality of leather/skin (some scratches/blemishes) is
very much removed from what the industry has come to expect as normal. Thanks to TLC and
their cooperation with educational institutions, awareness for the beauty of organic hides has
increased.
Besides the Scottish Highlander, TLC is working with ‘double purpose cows’ – ancient Dutch
breeds that are used for both milk and meat: Blaarkop, Brandrood, Witrik and MRIJ. Also, a
range of breeds from organic farms that are more general: Limouin, Jersey.
Working with Stahl (Page 27-30) in nearby Waalwijk, TLC has developed a tanning process in
which no chromium, no aldehydes, less water, less electricity and fewer salts are used. Every
process for each skin is noted so that amount and identity of each chemical used is traceable.
Janine showed me some finished samples of leather – supple, smooth to the touch in an
astounding shade of white – all achieved by using the Stahl product ‘EasyWhite Tan’ in their
laboratory-scale tannery in Waalwijk.
While we are still very far from changing the perception of mass consumers, a small but
growing group of people have embraced the idea of focusing on the natural beauty of hides.
Using mostly vegetable tanned (‘veg tan’) leather, shoe and bag designers have started to
create products showcasing what is a truly unique product: each skin telling its own story,
being given a new life and its own new story.
One example: Dutch shoe designer Rene Van den Berg (page 13-14) and his MAKERSZOON
line of men’s shoes.
Challenges:
• Raising further awareness
• Unrealistic expectations regarding a natural material – skin
• Reducing chemicals even further
• Understanding long-term effects of ‘better’ chemicals
• Potential environmental damage caused by using different chemical
Sustainability factor:
• Sustainably raised organic cattle
• Supporting ethically operating farmers
• Locally sourced – Netherlands
• Using no-chrome tanning nearby (Stahl, Waalwijk)
• Working in collaboration with local designers/makers
Potential:
• Cooperation with education institutions reaching young aspiring designers/makers
• Increasing acceptance of organic hides
• Natural beauty as opposed to over-processed finishes
• Working as a consultant with the old/closed tannery ! plans to re-open in Dongen
Links https://www.tlc-leather.com/
http://tuiglerentas.nl/
http://www.ruighuid.net/

(Janine Caalders TLC)
(Janine Caalders BAGS)
(Liesbeth Coelen RUIGHUID)
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Tuesday 4th September – Jan Krol, Orthopaedic Shoemaker, Old Tannery complex, Dongen

Jan Krol standing next to his latest assembly of orthopaedic footwear in his workspace,
left. Right, one of the many left behind large-scale metal drums.
Janine offered to show me around the defunct old tannery on the premises and I happily
agreed to have a wander around the archaic space. Janine uses parts of it to store her
traceable leather hides, and to date, she is helping the owners to work out financially viable
ways to re-open the tannery. According to Janine establishing a sustainable business will
require a mid-term plan over the next five years.
Directly opposite the tannery doors is a smallish building currently housing Jan Krol’s
orthopaedic workshop. Janine kindly did the interpreting for us, and Jan told me about his
background as an orthopaedic shoemaker. He is 80 years old and is looking back on a long
career in the industry. He oversaw a group of shoemakers working on orthopaedic production
before retiring about seven years ago. Jan stated that retirement didn’t suit him, and he has
since returned to assemble orthopaedic footwear. Each week, he makes around four pairs of
shoes. He explained that someone else prepares the uppers of the shoes and sends them over
to him for assembly.
I thoroughly enjoyed our brief encounter and left impressed with Jan’s energy.
Challenges:
• Maintaining a consistent workflow ! less work around
• Keeping himself occupied
Sustainability:
• Making specialised footwear with high-quality materials ! longevity
Potential:
• Keeping himself occupied will ensure his mental and physical health
• Structured days instead of retirement
Link

jankrol@veteranen.nl
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Wednesday 5th September – Liesel Swart, Dutch Shoe Academy, Utrecht

Left: with Liesel Swart, lecturer at the Dutch Shoe Academy standing near a German
made stitching machine specialised in sole attachment
Right: Anita Hardeman and Astrid Nooter, two recent graduates who are part of the
‘Shoe Factory’ allowing them the use of the facilities for their own work in exchange for
working on other projects as well.
On a drizzly Wednesday I threaded my way through the Dutch countryside heading towards
Utrecht, where Liesel Swart had agreed to meet with me for a short window of time.
Liesel is responsible for the new ‘Footwear Development’ course recently introduced to the
Academy following a decline in numbers for the more traditional ‘Shoemaking’ course they
are also offering. Rene Van den Berg whom I saw in Hoofddorp last week is responsible for
this part of the teaching – personally, I cannot think of a better teacher to have – my own
experiences in Australia certainly left me wanting for someone as knowledgeable, capable and
creative!
It is not hard to see a global pattern here: universities are run like businesses relying partly on
subsidised government funding, and in turn are pressured to streamline and tune their
courses – often detrimentally to the actual learning outcome.
Earlier I was given an example: the new course allows students to enrol in ‘modules’ as
opposed to a whole course, meaning that students without the basic prerequisites are
challenged by their lack of skills to come up with the results.
In this case it was the teacher who made the shoe – without hesitation the student took the
credit - a reflection on our Zeitgeist – to me, a blatant lack of self awareness and appreciation
of skills.
The facilities in Utrecht appear to be state of the art, and workrooms are bright, well equipped
and made me want to don an apron and get into it – it feels like a long time since I’ve made a
pair of shoes!
I was introduced to two recent graduates, Anita Hardeman and Astrid Nooter who are part of
the ‘Shoe Factory’ – a pool of about 10 graduates each working on their own brands/projects
on university premises.
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I was looking at an ‘exchange’ system which appears like a win/win situation:
Graduated successful students can keep working in a familiar and well-equipped workspace
in exchange for their work one day a week on a project not their own – this could be making a
prototype or working on someone’s small production.
Again, a reminder of what Australia is missing – a pool of dedicated, supervised (if needed)
professionals available for small-scale production.
Liesel had to attend her next appointment and I had the opportunity to stay back in the
workroom, inhale that mesmerizing smell (leather, glue, the smell of grinding…) and jot down
some thoughts…of course getting side-tracked by checking out Anita’s and Astrid’s work and
chatting to them…
Apart from her full-time work with the Academy, Liesel has dedicated her time to her project
‘LEV01’. She has developed sustainable felt footwear sourcing the felt from Finland. To date,
her small range is produced in Portugal, but Liesel would like to produce locally and is
currently trialling how to utilize the above mentioned ‘Shoe Factory’ in house.
Challenges/ Academy:
• Maintaining the integrity of footwear courses run at the Dutch Academy
• Retaining valuable staff
Challenges/LEV01:
• Small scale production in Portugal still 50 pairs per style ! financial commitment
• Transferring production to The Netherlands! currently in trial stage
• Running the project besides full-time commitment at the Academy
Sustainability:
• Sourcing sustainable wool/felt from Finland
• Using replaceable leather soles
• ‘Shoe Factory’ as part of the Academy for local production
Potential:
• Reduction of environmental footprint once production is local
• Reduced financial commitment upfront required with lesser minimum order
• Ongoing education regarding sustainability and design
Links https://www.dutchshoeacademy.nl
http://lev01.nl
www.attaleather.nl (Anita Hardeman)
https://www.deepmello-leather.com/
(Germany – leather tanned with rhubarb – link
via Astrid Nooten
Bright interior SHOE ACADEMY in Utrecht – a welcoming splash of red on a dreary rainy
day.
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Examples of students’ work based on bandages/medical paraphernalia.
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Thursday 6th September – Inge Specht, Curator at the Netherland Shoe Museum, Waalwijk

Inge Specht showing me around the many storage spaces in the currently closed
museum – left the collection of a multitude of hides, right a small portion of their
extensive shoe collection
On Thursday I met Inge Specht at the Schoenenmuseum (Dutch Leather and Shoe Museum) on
the outskirts of Waalwijk.
Over a cup of tea, she gave me an insight into the museum’s history and the struggle to keep it
alive amidst local politics and financial upheaval. What started as an easy conversation over
tea turned into a healthy self-assembled lunch before heading over to meet with Frans Van
den Heuvel from STAHL, an appointment arranged by Inge (see notes on STAHL in the next
section).
Heading back from STAHL it was time to finally see the collection – well, parts of it! The
museum is awaiting its relocation, and to date the new site hasn’t been finished yet. On our
way back, Inge pointed out the intended site – part of the historical town centre and the City
Council.
Wandering around the many storage areas made it obvious how much additional space would
be needed to adequately house this eclectic collection. It appears to be a motley assembly of
all thinkable (add unthinkable as well!) objects around leather and shoes.
Tiny glass objects in the shape of footwear and the massive Jan Jansen display shoe which was
formerly stored at the now defunct SLEM (Now renamed ‘The Footwearists’) fight for space
where everything and anything forms part of a collection which over the years has taken on
everything to expand.
Prior to relocating, Inge plans to take a very close look at the current content and expects a
culling based on the relevance of each section. Exotic hides, a multitude of old machinery and
hand tools, shoes, shoes (and even more shoes!) squeeze into rooms already filled with
display artefacts from long-closed shops and factories this leather and footwear dedicated
area of The Netherlands has been known for.
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Challenges:
• Ongoing delays in relocating the museum
• Vast collection in need of serious scrutiny
• Rejuvenation of museum’s image
• Re-establishing reputation after lengthy spell in the public eye ! merger with SLEM
almost caused closure of the museum
• Establishing stable ongoing independent financial support
• Introduction with an experience-based program to attract wider audience and
guarantee stable flow of visitors, both national and international
Sustainability Factor:
• Moving into already existing building ! re-purpose
• Accessibility for wider community adding additional leisure time activity
• Educational value ! introducing the rich history of the region
Potential:
• Add value to town centre
• Attract additional visitors interested in the region and its history
• Invite locals to embrace their heritage ! many not aware/oblivious of rich heritage
• Add Museum to the map again after sustained period of hibernation and enforced
closure
• Collaboration with local community and business ! STAHL interested in display
Link

http://www.schoenenmuseum.nl

Life-size display cow covered in hides and sharing her temporary storage with a wide
assortment old pieces of luggage, massive display shoes, a shoe-shining contraption in
the shape of a dog and a multitude of other objects all awaiting further scrutiny before
relocation…on the right, examples of footwear related products such as polishing
creams and the like.
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Thursday 6th September STAHL, Frans van den Heuvel and Annelies Janssen-van Drunen,
Waalwijk

With Frans van den Heuvel and Inge Specht at STAHL Headquarters, left.
Right, small scale drum in the lab/small-scale tannery
Inge Specht arranged for a meeting with Frans van der Heuvel from STAHL.
Located in Waalwijk, it was a 10-minute ride to head over to their headquarters, where we
were greeted by Frans, the global manager and Annelies, the Leather Finish Division’s colour
lab expert.
Stahl is a Chemical Company with offices and labs across the globe. Their work is with and for
industries such as Automotive, Apparel & Accessories, Architectural & Interior Design,
Industrial Application and Leisure & Lifestyle. The goal is to achieve a more transparent
and sustainable supply chain in an industry where sustainability is a major challenge. Leading
by example, STAHL encourages their partners to cooperate in STAHLS’s quest for ethical
commitments to business practices. With consistent research and work on innovative ways to
reduce negative environmental impact, STAHL believes that sustainability evolves as a
positive consequence of transparency. Being a global business with state-of-the-art
technology at its core, STAHL sees their investment and commitment to sustainability as a
great opportunity to gain a competitive edge and to drive operational excellence.
Frans and Annelies took us on a tour around the leather lab where their main work for the
Automotive and the Apparel & Accessories industry is done. A tannery scaled down to fit in
lab conditions is set up to perform the exact work (only on a smaller scale) a full-scale tannery
does. In the ‘wet area’ technicians are running tests involving the latest STAHL products such
as Proviera® - Probiotics for Leather™, the wet white tanning system Stahl EasyWhite Tan™,
Stahl Neo, Bio-based PolyMatte®, Stahlite®, Stahl EVO® and a number of Bio-based
Polyurethanes.
Proviera® - Probiotics for Leather™
A 100% biodegradable and 100 % natural biotech beamhouse range developed to improve
the environmental footprint of leather production.
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Stahl EasyWhite Tan™
Stahl’s alternative tanning system to create high-quality, chrome-free leather in a more
sustainable way, using less chemicals, water and energy.
Stahl EasyBlue Tan
A tanning solution o create all types of high-quality leather beyond the standard wet-blue
product specifications.
Stahl Neo
The complete leather finish portfolio with products that seamlessly comply with the Zero
Discharge Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC) Manufacturing Restricted Substances List (MRSL)
and even go beyond these guidelines.
Patent Leather
Classic and thermosetting patent finishing systems consisting of base coats, top coats and
additives for patent leather with a pleasant luxurious touch.
Pigments
Aqueous and solvent-based pigments containing protein for shoe upper leathers, including
‘Supronil’ liquid dyes.
Easy Crust
Sustainable dye staining product with easy application. For the creation of almost limitless
colours, whilst allowing a minimization of stocks and giving extreme flexibility.
Oils & Waxes
Range of high-performance oils and waxes for a light to strong pull-up effect and for a dry, a
silky or a rich waxy feel.
Aftercare
Comprehensive range of aftercare products for cleaning, protection, refinishing and repairing
of leather shoes.
Two spaces (one for automotive, one for the fashion industry) are dedicated to dyeing and
finishing and come with individual working benches for colour experts. Each lab expert is
responsible for a specific client to ensure professional focus and consistency – a vital part of
building trusted customer relationships.
Another area is designed to conduct extensive physical tests for the finished product such as
endurance, repeated usage, stain resistance, tearing, pounding and stretching. It was
fascinating to learn that different geographical markets require specific testing. For example,
STAHL received instructions from a US Automotive industry client to prepare a leather finish
repellent to tomato sauce/ketchup and other condiments drive-by fast-food chains routinely
hand out and which get spilled on car seats. With different longevity spans, leather produced
for the Automotive industry varies from leather produced for the Fashion/Apparel industry.
STAHL certainly can accommodate a wide array of requests, however, colour expert Annelies
pointed out issues around customer expectations not based on realistic evaluation. The
quality of leather finishes these days is remarkable, but a leather hide treated a certain way to
acquire water-repellent properties naturally can no longer provide ‘breathing’ qualities to the
same extent a less refined hide can.
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One can argue that already from the onset and before the product has been finished, different
lifespans are determined, and sustainability willingly compromised to ensure ongoing
consumerism.
Clients expect a car and its interior to last at least a decade, while no such concept applies to
the fashion and footwear industry. On the contrary – consumers in the current mindset of
continuous replacement and consumption have come to expect clothing and shoes to be used
for a limited time before discharge.
The STAHL Sustainability Standard (taken from www.stahl.com)
To achieve our sustainability goals, we have identified 5 focus areas:
Raw Materials - suppliers and the products and services that they provide
Responsible Operations - all the activities associated with doing business in Stahl
Trusted Partnerships - cooperation with third parties throughout the supply chain
Innovative Solutions - the products and services that we offer our customers
People & Society - employees and the communities around us
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Challenges:
• Promoting Stahl’s sustainability work
• ‘Spreading the word’ regarding techniques on offer
• Zero Discharge Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC) Manufacturing Restricted Substances List
(MRSL) ! https://www.roadmaptozero.com/
• Usage of Water ! aim for even further reduction
• Governmental changes to laws ! too slow and often opinion-based
Sustainability factor:
• Stahl works with their customers and offers solutions to clean some of their
production processes
• Omitting usage of salt/improving pickling process
• Replacing crude oil with rapeseed/sunflower oil
• One Stahl staff member working with alternative material producers such as
‘Fruitleather’ (Rotterdam) ! www.fruitleather.nl
• Stahl is an expert in water circular systems
• Project ‘Clean Ganga’ ! cleaning the Ganges (India) by reducing effluent water from
the Kanpur-Unnano leather region
• Ongoing work with industry associations such as the UN Global Compact, the ZDHC
Foundation, CSR Netherlands, The Leather Working Group, Spin 360 Life Cycle
Assessment and The Footwearists (formerly S.L.E.M).
• Ongoing work with NGOs and universities
Potential:
• Leading the industry towards optimal industry conditions
• Leading their clients (tanneries, shoe factories) towards global reduction of toxic
emissions and water pollution
• Being a trendsetter as opposed to waiting for government laws
• ‘Clean Ganga’ project (India) ! improvement of working and living conditions for
250,000 workers involved in the tanning business as well as over 30,000 smallholder
farmers relying on the re-use of wastewater (agricultural needs)
Link

www.stahl.com

In Australia, Stahl has worked with HOWE, a producer of automotive leather.
Link

http://www.howe.com.au/
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Friday 7th September – Rotterdam, Liza Snook and Elisabeth Thorsen (Norway)

With Liza Snook and Elisabeth Thorsen in Rotterdam Kunsthal. Left.
Right: 3x legs plus 1x Viktor&Rolf exhibition bag
Despite her excessive workload The Hague-based Liza Snook made it possible for us to meet
at the Rotterdam Kunsthal where she had planned to visit the ‘Viktor&Rolf’ exhibition. With
her was Elisabeth Thorsen, a Norway-based shoe designer on her way back home after a short
stint working with Liza in The Netherlands.
I first came across Liza’s name when discovering the Virtual Shoemuseum in cyber space – a
never-ending compilation of international shoe designers, makers and their assorted weird
and wonderful creations of course.
According to Liza, she came to the profession almost by accident when realising that instead
of becoming a shoe designer, her natural inclination of bringing creative people and ideas
together would make her the ideal person to facilitate shoe exhibitions.
She is looking back on a rich portfolio of acclaimed exhibitions and very recently has cocurated ‘Hats off for Hatters!’ in Basel celebrating headgear – an exhibition showcasing the
past and present work from an eclectic group of European designers.
Over the years, her name and work has become widely known amongst shoe passionistas, and
her brainchild, the Workmen DAILY SHOECALENDAR is of course an absolute must for
everyone addicted to footwear – and yes, I do have one standing on my desk!
She is the publisher of ‘Jan Jansen Shoe Treasures NO MORE SHOES’ written by Amber
Ambrose Aurele and she kindly gave me a copy together with a set of postcards depicting the
artwork of assorted designers featured in the book.
She also handed me a beautiful catalogue of the 2013/2014 exhibition ‘Auf Schritt und
Tritt/At every Turn’ (Museum Villa Rot, Burgfrieden-Rot).
Our two hours together flew by like minutes, and after sharing a classic Dutch lunch
(‘kroketten’ on sour dough bread) they left, and I made my way into the Viktor&Rolf
exhibition.
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Challenges:
• Recent workload – finding the right balance to prevent burnout
• Finding ‘official’ museums working with professional couriers (secure transportation
of wearable art work/ conceptual shoe designs)
Sustainability factor:
• Showcasing designers and their approach to sustainable design
Potential:
• In the ‘disguise’ of highly accessible shoe/fashion exhibitions deliver awareness raising
around recycling/up-cycling/creative use of an expansive array of materials
Link

https://www.virtualshoemuseum.com/

Link

http://www.madebybetty.com/About.html
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Friday 7th September – Viktor&Rolf ’25 years FASHION ARTISTS’, Rotterdam

Bedtime Story 2005/2006, left. NO dress on display
From the exhibition flyer:
For the past 25 years the collaboration between Viktor Horsting and Rolf Snoeren had led to
works of uncompromising beauty. Throughout their illustrious career, Viktor&Rolf have carved
out a contradictory identity that pushes the boundaries between art and fashion, often
contrasting romance and rebellion, exuberance and control, classicism and conceptualism. On
the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Amsterdam-based high fashion house
Viktor&Rolf, the exhibition Viktor&Rolf: Fashion Artist 25 Years shows some of the most
impressive works by this unconventional Dutch design duo.
Last Sunday I had the opportunity to see one of Viktor&Rolf’s creations depicted in David
LaChapelle’s blown-up photo “The House at the end of The World”. In the photo, model
Heather Marks wears an outfit called ‘Bedtime Story’ which today I could see on display in
Rotterdam.
Entering this exhibition felt like an absolute gift – a moment in time when I was in the right
spot at the right time! Today felt like coming full circle.
Just like the American photographer, the two Dutch designers use their respective medium to
convey their views and socio-political stance.
Viktor&Rolf’s design has been on my radar since they entered the fashion arena more than
two decades ago. Humorous, playful and always innovative their creations were executed
with utmost skill and dedication, making both the couture as well as the ready to wear
collections pieces of art. The Dutch design duo loves to experiment with shapes and materials,
lines and volumes presenting clothing stunningly intriguing and technically perfect.
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They are known to criticise an industry they are a part of with keen observations of the
Zeitgeist resulting in collections such as ‘Cutting Edge’ and ‘Wearable Art’.
From the admittedly rather limited insight I have gleaned over the decades, they have come
across as two genuinely grounded and genuine people, rare occurrences in a world obsessed
with appearance and self interest.
Challenges:
• Maintaining a Fashion House in contemporary financial climate
• Ongoing creative imagination required (does not seem like an issue for those two)
• Working within an industry driven by financial core objectives
Sustainability factor:
• N/A ! exhibition did not go into aspect
Potential:
• Adding their visual mark to a world in need of beauty
• Reaching people via their wearable art
• Conveying their critical observations within a challenged and destructive indusrty
Link

http://www.viktor-rolf.com/

Link

www.kunsthal.nl

‘Winter Of Love / L’Hiver de l’Amour’ an early work (1994) – international group show
at the Musee d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France
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Sunday 9th September – Amber Ambrose – shoe designer, Amsterdam

Meeting with Amber and her friend, a Dutch graphic designer. Right: ‘Garden of Eden”
I met with Amsterdam based shoe designer Amber Ambrose Aurele at the Kunsthal in
Rotterdam. Amber divides her time between teaching - both nationally and internationally
(China), freelance work and working on her own conceptual shoe designs.
For a year, Amber has worked for ‘United Nude’. With a background in fashion and art history,
travel is a constant part of her life, and her work has been showcased in museums (Portugal)
and exhibitions to an international audience.
Lately she has worked in collaboration with Dutch fashion designer Judith van Vliet on the
show ‘From Dutch Soil’ relying heavily on locally-sourced materials such as recycled denim.
Her designs are playful, sky high and very often combine an edgy twist to her radical designs.
She works with 3D printed heels and her work is testimony to her interdisciplinary approach.
Challenges:
• Creating a small-scale shoe range that is commercially viable
• Construction of properly-engineered heels for her wearable art pieces
• Accessing sufficient locally available sustainable materials
• Working within the constraints of sustainability without sacrificing artistic vision
Sustainability factor:
• Conscious choices made when resourcing materials for her designs
• Usage of recycled materials such as denim
Potential:
• Establishing more commercially viable small scale range with focus on sustainability
Link

http://amberambroseaurele.com
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Tuesday 11th September – Janne Baetsen, MINDFASHION

Meeting Janne Beatsen at ‘The Place’ café in Islington. Her phone contains a list of
relevant words used to describe the sustainable process, and the way they have been
used/abused and have subsequently lost value and true meaning.
When I asked Janne Baetsen to tell me what she does, this is what I got: ‘Cultural Identity and
Community Language Developer/Undefined Mind’.
A remarkable thinker challenging the current constructs and values society has assigned
around fashion specifically and humanity in general, Janne has an impressive background in
Fashion/Marketing/Economics.
With a preference for working behind the scenes, her apparent lack of ego is striking in our
Western society predominantly driven by self-interest and the need to attract attention at all
cost and relentlessly around the clock, day and night.
The language of fashion is a form of art, and people speak that language.
The fact that fashion is the work of art appealing to MOST people makes fashion so powerful.
Fashion provides identity – identity is vital for the human sense of self.
When ‘fashion’ became ‘clothing’, loss of ‘true’ expression and identity is the result.
Disposable Fashion – disposable identity!?
Janne’s take: The trouble with fashion is also the answer ! looking at language/values and
questioning our out-of-control addiction to be consumers.
Challenges:
• Consumerism currently ‘hotwired’ into our brains
• Providing education around consumerism and how our brain works, and how we can
acknowledge, reassess and work on forming NEW pathways with our brain
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•

•
•

•
•
•

Warped sense of values (applying value to status ! example Janne gives: as a speaker
on many forums and giving lots of talks, she is often introduced as ‘CEO’ of
MINDFASHION – her suggestion that there is no need for this title causes
consternation/perceived loss of value in her status.
Aligning her core values (driven by curiosity and interest in exploring new areas and
projects as opposed to financial enrichment) with her need to address her financial
needs/living expenses.
Observe and examine individuals and organisations claiming to share values around
sustainability and humanity ! more often than not participation is driven by ‘ego’ and
the individual’s need for attention/status as opposed to dedication to the project/goal.
Example: Janne gives feedback around production of ‘statement t-shirts’ and finds
herself questioning the legitimacy of projects – how can a t-shirt with ‘no waste/add
other sustainability message here’ be sustainable as the production of said t-shirt is
already a contradiction?
Being comfortable in the ‘In Between’ – the ‘Undefined’ – Janne being a perfectionist,
this is a challenge indeed! ! Going with the flow…
Taking her space and speaking up more (getting out of her comfort zone of being the
brain in the background)
Making the transition from our current ‘middle ages’ as society to ‘enlightenment’
(future).

Sustainability factor:
• Ultimate reason for creation of MINDFASHION
• Mindfashion is 100% dedicated to exploring what Janne describes as ‘the essence of
sustainability’: We as people flourish only if society allows it – and how we treat people
reflects the nature of our society. People exploited in developing countries/working
slavery? Not sustainable. Producing more clothing? Ultimately not sustainable.
• Radical thought: 100% sustainability means the complete stop of the current approach
to fast fashion AND very thorough evaluation of self-proclaimed ‘sustainable’ brands.
• Sustain human society by allowing the human brain to be the most powerful ‘brain
processor’ – NOT computers/ Artificial Intelligence
Potential:
• Educating society around psychology/consumerism/cultural identity and
subsequently introducing new language around humanitarian core values
• Promoting active disengagement of old brain connections
• Expanding our brains by encouraging the forming of new brain paths (as opposed to
shutting down as result of restricted thinking/ hardwired pathways) ! making new
connections needs TIME
• SLOWING DOWN is the only way for humanity to evolve and further develop
Links https://www.mindfashion.today/
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Wednesday 12th September – Birgitte Stepputtis, Vivienne Westwood – London, UK

“What is good for the planet, is good for the people and makes better business” –
Vivienne Westwood’s take in a nutshell on how to run a business in the face of global
crisis.
I have known Brigitte Stepputtis since my time studying ‘Fashion Design’ in Europe in the
mid-80s. Brigitte relocated to London and started working for Vivienne Westwood in the
early 90s, where I joined her for a short time as an intern working on the ‘Always on Camera’
collection.
To date she is the International Head of Couture based in the Westwood headquarter in Elcho
Street, Battersea. Social media made it possible to get in touch again, and Brigitte kindly took
the time to have lunch with me. Just my luck that she is the right person to talk to when it
comes to sustainability around the Westwood brand, as her role incorporates researching and
implementing relevant aspects.
Challenges:
• Finding the right collaborators to further promote sustainability ! challenging to find
individuals with genuine, cause-not-ego driven agenda
• Finding long-term project partners for consistency
• Differing levels of ‘sustainability commitment’ depending on Vivienne’s focus for the
season
• Controversy around perceived ‘double standards’ in relation to staffing reimbursements
• Retaining competent staff in times of shorter work commitments (average two years)
Sustainability factor:
• Vivienne’s slogan ‘What is good for the planet, is good for people and makes better
business’ as the ‘bigger picture’ promoted as the driving concern for the brand
• Using materials such as ‘Peace Silk’ and ‘mulesing free’ wool for her couture garments
(‘Peace silk’ refers to the process of harvesting the silk without killing the animal,
‘mulesing’ refers to the removal of skin around the sheep’ buttocks)
• Collaborations around CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) ! ‘Red carpet green
dress’
• ‘Buy Less, Dress up’ - `collection with a message (Spring/ Summer campaign 2019)
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Potential:
• Raising awareness with her ‘climate revolution’ to reach broader audience ! working
with celebrities such as Pamela Anderson
• Vivienne’s high media profile provides exposure and platform for her ‘manifesto’
• High brand recognition coupled with taking on political causes ! working to free
Julian Assange
Link

www.viviennewestwood.com

Vivienne Westwood wearing her own label promoting ‘Climate revolution’. Photo taken
from Internet sources
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Wednesday 12th September – High End Fashion Stores, Old Bond Street – afternoon

Alexander McQueen and Stella McCartney shops in prestigious Old Bond Street, West
End, London
When talking to Brigitte Stepputtis/Vivienne Westwood earlier today, she suggested that I
make a visit to see the ‘Stella McCartney’ shop. Stella is hailed as ‘The Queen of Sustainability’,
and apparently her recently launched new shop boasts some of ‘the cleanest air in London’
having incorporated big rocks surrounded by moss into the shop display.
From Stella’s mission statement:
https://www.stellamccartney.com/experience/en/sustainability/mission-statement/
“We are agents of change. We challenge and push boundaries to make luxurious products in a
way that is fit for the world we live in today and the future: beautiful and sustainable. No
compromises. Each decision we make is a symbol of our commitment to defining what the future
of fashion looks like. From never using leather or fur and pioneering new alternative materials to
utilising cutting edge technologies, pushing forwards circularity, protecting ancient and
endangered forests and measuring our impact with ground-breaking tools.”
Challenges:
• 100% sustainability is NOT possible around fashion brands
• Using materials such as ‘Alter Nappa’ presents issues around biodegradability
Sustainability factor:
• Not using any animal products such as leather and furs but ‘Alter Nappa’
• Collaboration with brands such as ‘Adidas’ introducing vegetarian ‘leather’
• Shoe assembly without glue ! ‘Loop’ Sneaker
Potential:
• High commitment to ‘Sustainable Luxury Fashion’
• Valuable brand recognition as influencer within the industry
Link

https://www.stellamccartney.com
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Thursday 13th September – Jo Cope – conceptual visual artist, London

With Jo Cope at St Pancras Train station/Renaissance Hotel for the VIN+OBI
‘Pentagrams and Poodles’ sustainable fashion show – models/poodles in the bus prior
to the show
Leicester-based conceptual artist/fashion designer Jo Cope has been working at the
intersection between fine art and fashion for over a decade. My fist visual impression of her
impressive work came via social media, and social media made it possible for us to connect
and meet in person. Lucky for me Jo was in London during parts of the ‘London Fashion
Week’, and she invited me to come along to the VIN & OMI fashion show presented on part of
St Pancras train station in the heart of the City of London.
Prior to the show we met in a small family-run café making and selling their produce in a side
street only five minutes away from the hustle and bustle. ‘The Pitted Olive’ turned out to be a
perfect spot to make the acquaintance of this fascinating woman.
Quotation taken from the leaflet ‘NEW WORK – JO COPE’ presenting her body of work created
during a 15month Masters at the London College of Fashion graduating with an A+ Distinction
from the unique and boundary pushing Fashion Artefacts course directed by Dai Rees.
“Her body of ‘work focussed around ’The Foot and The Shoe’ redefines ‘footwear as having a
purpose as autonomous, expressive artworks rather than existing purely to define the
wearer.(…) Jo’s natural understanding of fashion and trend in its broadest sense and her long
affinity with the abstract symbolism found within conceptual art has always defined her work as
Conceptual Fashion (…) She has also come of the opinion that a proportion of society still
believes that fashion shouldn’t be anything other than wearable and has long been interested in
forging new positive relations in these areas. It is through the process of craft that she looks to
create a connection with people that would otherwise dismiss conceptual work.”
The conversation came naturally, and our shared values created an easy flow around rather
substantial subjects not only around fashion and sustainability but naturally leading to
education and knowledge (or the absence thereof) and what presents as today’s’ values (or –
again – the absence thereof).
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When we made it over to the Fashion Show venue, I knew I was in the presence of a kindred
spirit – an intriguing, knowledgeable and most inspiring woman and a keen observer of what
is considered today’s culture.
Challenges:
• Challenging society’s take on ‘fashion’ as restricted to ‘wearable’
• Acceptance of conceptual art
• In her role as lecturer, students’ reduced ability to grasp and incorporate historical
aspects of study
• Lack of understanding re the importance of skilled execution ! students happy to
embrace ‘instagramed’ faked reality have no ability to ‘get’ professional skills
Sustainability Factor:
• By challenging the fashion industry with her take on ‘Foot/Shoes’ planning the seeds
for expanded vision of what is fashion ! getting society to THINK with the potential to
override the HARDWIRED notion of consumerism/ fast fashion (see also Janne
Baetsen/MindFashion on this subject)
Potential:
• Introducing more people to conceptual art via her professional practice
• Consistently challenging her students to look deeper ! a few will ‘get it’ and
subsequently produce professionally executed product/art work
Link

www.jocope.com

Conceptual Artwork Jo Cope
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Thursday 13th September – VIN & OMI ‘Pentagrams and Poodles’ fashion show, St Pancras
International Station, Grand Terrace, London

See-through Baby doll design in fluoro worn with ‘poodle’ wig, left. Up-cycled sneakers
attached to high-heeled pumps, right.
Thanks to Jo Cope I had the opportunity to attend a VIN+OMI fashion show, which was part of
the 2018 London Fashion Week. Hailed as ‘London’s Eco Label’ by the BBC, the two fashion
and multi-media designers have won multiple awards while establishing their brand with a
focus on sustainable approaches to textiles, design and business.
They presented their SS19 ‘Thought Is The New Religion – Poodles and Pentagrams’ Show
at St Pancreas Station in London, a historic building in London’s heart.
Considered to be one of the leading eco fashion brands today, VIN+OMI have an enthusiastic
following including Blondie’s Debbie Harry, with whom they’ve partnered for their ‘Stop
Fucking The Planet’ campaign.
‘I think they have a great purpose and a great focus in trying to make these sustainable fabrics
that are part of the future’ - Debbie Harry (as quoted on www.vinandomi.com)
According to their website their designs are worn by an eclectic mix of artists and celebrities
including Kate Moss, Charlie XCX, Miley Cyrus, Beyoncé, Lady Gaga, Pamela Anderson and
Michelle Obama.
They make it their mission to come up with innovative new materials for their bold and outthere designs, and the use of recyclables and up-cycled pre-loved footwear is a strong feature
of their ready-to-wear and limited editions.
For this show, they have joined forces with the London College of Fashion to collect empty
water bottles at show venues around London and turn them into textiles.
Being part of the mostly young crowd of fashionistas and media representatives Jo and I sat on
benches lining a temporary fenced-off part of St Pancras Station. With daily commuters and a
normal crowd on every other platform heading towards the exit, it was a memorable display
of what reminded me of children’s dress-up.
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Models with enormous and colourful wigs resembling poodles strode by wearing voluminous
and often very revealing tent-like artifacts displaying VIN+OMI’s design signature: ‘conceptual
and innovative cuts, contemporary approaches with a strong nod to music and pop culture’.
Sneakers from Thrift Shops were cut up and roughly glued to pumps and stilettos creating a
heavyset and mismatched effect mirrored by clothing assembled from salvaged plastic.
Billowing latex and ‘chestnut’ leather came with cut-outs presenting breasts, bottoms and
rather impractical hemlines leaving nothing to the imagination. Strongly influenced by current
social and environmental issues, VIN+OMI added impact slogans for additional effect.
“We are not just a fashion label, we are an ideology” - Vin + Omi
The combination of towering wigs in neon colours, clown-like make-up and the stage-show
clothing left me with a feeling both of ‘Déjà-vu’ and bafflement. The joyful abandonment of any
apparent application of high-end manufacturing and the declaration ‘Thought is the new
Religion’ presented to throbbing and loud club music reminded me of 90s theme parties in
Berlin and London with an ‘anything goes ‘approach.’
With the environment as their main concern, VIN+OMI wants consumers to:
“(…) think about what we wear; hat we throw away. Think about what we buy. We all have to
think more responsible now. Thought is the new religion” www.vinandomi.com
From their website:
“Since 2004 VIN + OMI have developed 12 unique to market textiles focussing on the best way,
the right way, based on sustainable, eco-processes, which they use in their work.
They always focus on social impact with benefits going back to the source or community. Their
work has a core of common sense. Most of their textile developments and business models are
circular.
VIN + OMI textiles and processes include:
Development of a range of rPET textiles from silk-like finishes to wool. VIN + OMI’s rPET is made
from salvaged plastic. They primarily source river and ocean clean-up projects internationally.
VIN + OMI also develop their own clean - up initiatives.
No-kill fleece: We use fleece obtained from pet llama, alpaca and sheep who live on
smallholdings in the UK. These animals live out their natural lifespan.
Sustainable eco latex: VIN + OMI produce our own latex fabric sourced from a VIN + OMI funded
rubber plantation in Malaysia. The small village that works on the plantation survives from the
proceeds of the rubber harvesting. The trees are 'milked' to extract the rubber and are not
destroyed. The natural latex sheeting produced has other natural ingredients added to produce a
more elastic, yet breathable, biodegradable latex.
They have pioneered the development of chestnut 'leather' made from the skins of the chestnut
and horse chestnut. This animal leather substitute is durable and waterproof. Natural pigment is
added to product a range of colours.
At VIN + OMI R & D studio’s in the middle of the English countryside we also grow a range of
crops and plants for textile development. VIN + OMI have developed hybrid fabrics with a range
of plants, including; nettles, flax, fireweed, cow parsley, horseradish and more.
Studio VIN + OMI also work on Interior Design projects, films, Creative Direction and consultancy
internationally. We also work with other designers including Dior and Louis Vuitton and have
over 60 collaborative projects to date.”
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Challenges:
• Ongoing publicity to raise consumer awareness
• Complexity of working cross-cultural
Sustainability Factor:
• Own research projects to develop innovative materials
• Collaboration with renowned institutions committed to sustainability
• Hands-on approach and very vocal ambassadors
• Support from young and dedicated fan base
Potential:
• Collaboration with luxury brands
• Wide range of collaborative projects not restricted to fashion
• ‘Big Picture’ approach
• Currently favoured by ‘eco’ fashion scene ! exposure
Link

www.vinandomi.com

Red Poodle wig at St Pancras Grand Terrace Vin+Omi Show
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Friday 14th September ‘FASHIONED FROM NATURE’ Victoria and Albert Museum, London

‘Bird-witched’ shoes designed by Masaya Kushino. Claw heels crafted by sculptor
Atsushi Nakamura. Nile Crocodile, gilded metal and cockerel (Gallus gallus
domesticus) feathers. Japan, 2014
Each pair of Masaya Kushino’s shoes is unique. His ‘Bird-witched’ collection was
inspired by the bird paintings of the Japanese artist Iko Jakuchu (1716-1800). The dyed
feathers were arranged to simulate Jakuchu’s subtle depiction of plumage.
Within mere minutes of entering the V&A’s current fashion exhibition the thought provoking
and beautiful objects on show put their spell on me. Over 300 clothes, accessories and
artefacts make up ‘Fashioned By Nature’ and explore the impact that fashion practices have
had on nature over the last 400 years. Curator Emma Ehrman presents what is an educational
journey acknowledging choices made in the past before asking how contemporary consumers
can be part of an improved fashion industry for today.
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Presented chronologically, the ground floor deals with textile practices of the past. Historic
clothing is displayed on mannequins alongside details of the impact the processes involved to
create them and leave them on the planet. A couture gown adorned with uncountable beetle
wings and a pair of earrings made from the heads of two unfortunate birds leaves an uneasy
feeling.

Iridescent beetle wings sewn onto evening dress, left. Right: earrings fashioned from
the male red-legged honeycreeper (cyanerpes cyaneus) circa 1875, Brazil
I found moulded rubber shoes dating back to 1853 made by Macintosh & Co. Charles
Macintosh (1766-1843) was a Scottish manufacturing chemist and prolific inventor who in
1823 patented a chemical method of making rubber soluble thus enabling him to manufacture
waterproof fabrics economically and on a large scale.

Moulded rubber shoes, 19th century, Macintosh & Co, left. Right: Worsted wool uppers,
linen and leather shoes, 1720-40, Britain
The exhibition showcases dye production and the popularity of wool in 18th Century Britain
alongside whalebone, mother of pearl and lace-bark (Lagetta lagetto).
Examples of the re-use of textiles in times of material shortage are a timely reminder for
today’s consumers to adopt strategies to recycle textiles instead of throwing them away.
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Salvaged parachute silk blouse made by Esther Ferguson 1942, London, left.
Right: silk hosiery sample book with available colour range
One could spend hours just on the ground floor taking in the information and visuals on
display. Millinery trimmed with starling feathers (1885) alongside the news that the Royal
Society for the Preservation of Birds was formed just a few years later – a clear indicator that
over centuries, society has invested in attempts to balance fashion choices.
From the display:
1800-1900 HIGHER VOLUME, MORE POLLUTION
In the 19th century the textile industries became mechanised and the use of steam power
increased. These changes accelerated production and reduced prices. They were underpinned by
Britain’s self-sufficiency in coal, its dominance of global maritime trade and the abundance of
natural materials drawn from across the British Empire.
Over the century the British population tripled in size, rising to 37 million in 1901. Ready-made
clothes, particularly for men, began to be made in bulk. New technologies, such as synthetic dyes,
also made fashionable clothes affordable to more people. The advent of department stores,
sophisticated advertising and greater media coverage of fashion all encouraged people to buy
clothes. The environmental impact was enormous. The growing scale of the clothing industry
and its increasing dependence on chemicals and on coal for energy contributed to high levels of
air, water and waste pollution.
1900-2000 MASS MODERNITY
During the 20th century the fashion industry accelerated. Ready-made clothes became the norm
and high-street chain stores proliferated. From the 1970s garments were increasingly
manufactured overseas in countries with low labour costs and little environmental legislation.
Nature’s materials were transformed through innovations: man-made textiles created from
chemically treated organic fibres, and synthetic fibres made from by-products of oil and coal
engineered in the laboratory.
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The fashion industry’s reliance on coal, oil and chemicals for energy, and as raw materials for
manufacturing fibres and dyes, damaged the environment. Pollution and over-hunting
endangered plants, animals and human beings.
By the 1980s some designers were beginning to use fashion to raise awareness of the damage
caused by the industry and to initiate new practices.
I headed upstairs for the second part of the exhibition offering an abundance of more
contemporary examples. Around the 8os more people were open to discuss fashion’s ‘dark
side’, and Fashion Activism became a ‘thing’.

SAVE OUR PLANET SAVEOUR WILDLIFE Poster designed by Alexander Calder (18981976) 1971, USA, left. Right: ‘Sunrise Plume’ choker by Michelle Lowe-Holder 2017,
London. Birch and leather off-cuts
Examples for resourceful design and material innovation:

McCartney/ Bolt Threads bag made from Mycelium/Mushroom leather, 2018, UK, left.
Right: Mayya Saliba clutch made from Pinatex pineapple fibre, 2018, Germany
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Mycelium/ Mushroom Leather
Mycelium is the underground root structure of a mushroom. This leather, developed by Bolt
Threads, is made by combining mycelium cells with a substrate of corn stalks and nutrients. Over
10 days the cells grow into the substrate, creating an interconnected mass that can be made into
almost any size. The quality of the resulting leather depends on factors such as environment,
nutrients and how it is tanned.
Links https://boltthreads.com/
https://www.stellamccartney.com/gb
Pinatex (Fruit Waste Leather)
Unlike spun and woven pineapple cloth, Pinatex is a non-woven textile made from pineapple
leaves. Pineapple farming generates around 40,000 tonnes of this agricultural waste annually.
Link

https://www.ananas-anam.com/

Grass Roots Fashion
Diana Scherer trains the roots of plants to grow in intricate structures, creating a 3D textile.
When the roots are fully grown, she removes them from the soil and cuts off the plant stems.
The pieces produced are not yet suitable to be worn, but hint at a potential, more sustainable
future in which we grow our own fashion in the ground.
To see short films about these Future Fabrics, visit:
Link vam.ac.uk/FashionedfromNature
Link

http://dianascherer.nl/

Vegea Grape Leather (waste from wine industry)
Vegea is a leather alternative made from the stalks, seeds and skins of grapes left over from wine
production. Italy produces around 7 millions tons of this waste each year. In October 2017,
Vegea launched their debut fashion collection designed by Tiziano Guardini. The animal-free
leather alternative also avoids the use of harmful chemicals in its production.
Links https://www.vegeacompany.com/en/project/vegeatextile/
https://www.tizianoguardini.com/
Orange Fibre/ Salvatore Ferragamo dress
Italian industry produces around 700,000 tonnes of citrus fruit skins every year. In 2017
Salvatore Ferragamo launched a collection of garments made of ‘Orange Fibre’, a sustainable
and innovative fabric derived from citrus juice by-products.
Links http://orangefiber.it/en/
https://www.ferragamo.com
FlyLeather (Leather off-cuts and synthetics)
Flyleather is made from ground-up leather off-cuts combined with synthetic fibres. The process
uses 90% less water and reduces the carbon footprint by 80% compared with traditional leather
manufacturing.
Link

https://news.nike.com/news/what-is-nike-flyleather
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Animal free leather – VEGEA grape leather Tiziano Guardini 2017, left.
Right and middle: Oat roots dress by Diana Scherer, 2017, Netherlands

Egg print used for dress, left. Right: Flyleather ‘Jordan’ trainers, Nike, 2017, USA.
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Wild Rubber, Amazon

Local artisans Delcilene and Jose Araujo working rubber into shoes, Amazon.
Link

https://www.flaviaamadeu.com/

Reducing microfiber release into the ocean: Guppyfriend wash bag
Link

http://guppyfriend.com/en/

With each wash, countless plastic fibres from synthetic textile are making their way from
washing machines into rivers and oceans. This washing bag is a patented solution that filters out
the tiniest microfibers released form textiles during washing. The self-cleaning fabric bag is
made of a specially designed micro-filter material. Simply collect the fibres and dispose them of
properly.
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Cameo /replacement, Jean Paul Gaultier, Paris
Entirely crafted from glass beads, the ‘leopard skin’ draped over this evening gown is a
formidable example of haute couture. Placing the coloured beads to simulate the animal’s
distinctive rosette-patterned fur, the garment took over 1000 hours to create. According to
the exhibition’s description, the position of the skin and leopard’s head emphasises the female
form, clinging to it in an ambiguous embrace.

Jean Paul Gaultier ‘Russia collection’ Haute Couture evening gown.
Taffeta with beads simulating leopard fur and rhinestone claws. Paris 1997
I left this exhibition even more determined to shop and do business with a conscience.
If the display has conjured a similar reaction among even half of the visitors expected through
its doors over the nine months, it will have had a remarkable impact.
Exploring the notion of sustainability with the question of what can each individual learn from
the mistakes of the past makes a valid plan to incite change.
Challenges:
• Raising awareness
• Offering consistently outstanding exhibitions
Sustainability factor:
• Showcasing correlation between fashion choices and impact on environment
• Showcasing current efforts and collaborations in contemporary design
• Introduction of variety of vegan leather and innovative materials
• Educating about effects of overcrowding and industrialisation
Potential:
• Awareness within luxury brands customers ! Green Carpet Challenge
• Offering insight for everybody as to their clothing choices
• Making the connection between fashion industry and consumer behaviour
• Enlightening humanity to different ways of consuming
• Offering alternatives within the industry
Link

https://www.vam.ac.uk/
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Friday 14th September – James E Marks, PSYCH FI (‘DOUBLE ME’ hologram) supporting
‘The Transubstantiation of Knowledge’, Rachel Ara, V&A, London

With James E Marks at the V&A Medieval and Renaissance galleries wearing the
HoloLens headset, Left. Right: Intricate mosaic flooring at the sculpture gallery
The first time I heard about James Marks and his work with virtual reality was when Janne
Baetsen from MindFashion mentioned his collaborations within the art and design world.
Experimenting with our perception of reality, James and the team behind PsychFi work with
social video and moving image artists to explore immersive technology, psychology,
psychedelia, sci-fi and alternative culture.
James agreed to meet me at the Victoria & Albert Museum where he is currently supporting
the interactive art installation ’The Transubstantiation of Knowledge’ by Rachel Ara which is
part of the London Design Festival.
Since 2016, James has been the Head of UK Operations for DoubleMe and
HoloPortal™/LoopSpace™, a Silicon Valley transformative tech-start-up that is pushing the
boundaries of holographic mixed reality. James has been described as a ‘transformative tech
tinker’ and over the years has created award-winning social video ‘edutainment’.
The Mixed Reality Experiences Playground is based at Ravensbourne UK (London):
incubation, innovation, and research partnership with support from Ministry of Science, ICT
and Future Planning (Korea), Department for International Trade, WEKIT & G-Technology
I arrived completely unprepared for what lay ahead, and my first challenge was to locate
James amongst the multitude of events and exhibitions currently on display at the V&A.
I found him and ‘Holoboy’ Chris Szkoda in a high-ceilinged area populated with statues and
clerical relics...and after donning the HoloLens headset, holographic nuns!
Brought back to life via virtual reality, Moderata Fonte, a 15th Century nun and her
companions formed part of an exhibition that drew parallels to contemporary society and our
way of communication. In the face of adversity and invasion, the nuns came up with a use of
coding imbedded in their weavings. Rachel Ara explored the life of the Florentine women as “a
feminist narrative critiquing hyper capitalism, post truths and how we look at things”
(quote exhibition flyer).
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What a bizarre experience! I spent about five minutes exploring the room and using a certain
hand movement to activate holographic zones or hotspots…a completely new world for me,
but without any doubt sooner than later a substantial part of contemporary society as we
know it.
James told me about his background as a marketing specialist, which has given him a solid
insight into the world of warped perception and financially driven agendas.
He recalled a story about a recent project where they made it possible for a sick child to ‘see’
his grandfather. The grandfather was in a purpose-designed room in another part of the
country, and via ‘HoloLens’ his grandchild could see him and talk to him in real time in the
same room.
A perfect example how virtual reality can bridge the gaps.
James recalled his successful efforts to keep the corporate sponsor at bay – quite an
achievement in the current economically driven world of corporate business.
The Installation: (quoted from installation flyer)
The Transubstantiation of Knowledge is a mixed-reality story (…) located around the chapel of
Santa Chiara. Adopting lo-fi technology recycled materials and with a minimum budget,
holographic nuns are brought back from the 15th century via loop space. The nuns can be seen
within the chapel and surrounding gallery when wearing a hololens headset and on a small
screen in front of the chapel.
The Transubstantiation of Knowledge merges real and virtual worlds to tap into an alternative
universe where the fifth force, the key to the theory of everything, remains embodied by the
Franciscan nuns of Santa Chiara.
The Whispering Gallery (the passage behind the chapel) is filled with the sounds of voices,
speaking in mother tongues that reflect the multiple languages within the museum and the
collective strength of women worldwide.
At the entrance, to the right, is a display that draws from the collection of chausibiles.
Mixing artefacts and untruths, the coded garments and recently discovered apprentice piece, can
actually be read. On the left, a display contains woven magnetic cores, circa 1960, that were once
RAM memory in computers, illustrating the physical nature of data storage. Behind the chapel is
a large loom physically referencing the magnetic cores, weaving of code and the
transubstantiation or embodiment of knowledge.
Challenge:
• Maintaining independence, artistic freedom and ethical conduct
Sustainability factor:
• Medium to further connections and forge community relations and collaboration
Potential:
• Accessibility for wider audience
• Conducive for ‘real time’ connection in the face of physical challenge
Links http://www.doubleme.me/
https://www.psychfi.com/
https://www.2ra.co/
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Sunday 16th September – Heleen Overbeck – OXO Tower Wharf, London

Heleen in front of her display that is part of the London Design Festival located in the
Gallery@OXO
I have been in contact with Heleen Overbeek for more than half a year before finally meeting
her on a sunny Sunday in London. Making my way over to the OXO Tower Wharf in South
Bank where she is part of a group of London College of Fashion graduates, I find her amongst
other designers who have recently finished the 18 months Master of Arts ‘Artefact, Footwear
and Fashion Future’. The exhibition is challenging the notion of how products can change and
influence the world we live in.
Heleen has been developing her PAPER shoes – sustainable footwear made from paper and
easily recyclable after use. Her research resulted in a kit containing three different grades of
paper-based materials compatible to be used as soles and heels. One is a rigid/hard version,
another somehow enforced to suit as a flexible but robust outer sole, and then a grade
suitable for using for the upper and insoles.
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Heleen explained that it took her about six months to arrive at this stage – an impressive
achievement when compared to corporations with big budgets and resources. To date, she is
in conversation with High Street brand Adidas exploring possibilities to take her remarkable
product to the next level.
The shoes on display are by no means highly refined specimens but a presentation of an
innovative approach towards footwear – many people would have in their childhood played
with papier Mache, and Heleen’s work is an adult version within the current context of
sustainability.
Challenges:
• Current rough appearance
• Finding sponsor/corporation as a backer to proceed with next steps
• Limited life span ! to date, approximately three weeks
Sustainability factor:
• Completely recyclable product
• Material easily accessible and affordable
• DIY aspect
Potential:
• Valuable concept for corporations/brands to embrace valid sustainability
• DIY aspect appealing to wide range of customers
Link

https://www.heleenoverbeek.com/

Info about the OXO Tower Wharf (taken from the London Design Festival flyer):
Oxo Tower Wharf is a well-loved London landmark at the heart of creative London. Discover
some of the UK’s most innovative and renowned contemporary designers.
Over three floors, you’ll find more than 20 design studios presenting the best in lighting,
ceramics, home wares, gifts, jewellery and fashion.
In the 1990s, following years of dereliction and the threat of demolition, Oxo Tower Wharf
entered a new lease of life Local social enterprise Coin Street Community Builders transformed
Oxo into the award- winning mixed-use development you see today by creating 78 co-operative
homes, retail design studios, independent specialist shops, restaurants, cafes and bars. There are
also two exhibition venues, gallery@oxo and Bargehouse offering a hanging programme of
events and exhibitions.
Visit www.oxotower.co.uk to find out more.
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Sunday 16th September – Lisbeth Berg, OXO Tower Wharf, London

Left: Lisbeth in front of her FUTURE FASHION educational game developed for
workshops. Right: models wearing L_L_B Spring/Summer 2016 (her clothing brand).
“Imagining futures for the fashion industry: How can a human-centered approach to fashion
design create alternatives for a sustainable fashion future?”
A recent graduate from the Master of Arts ‘Artefact, Footwear and Fashion Future’, Lisbeth
had developed a workshop tool exploring an approach to human-centered fashion design with
human wellbeing at the core of the design process.
Looking closely at current design concepts and what is considered the status quo, participants
are encouraged to question the standard product focused fashion design procedure.
Challenges:
• Fashion industry still operating with a broken system
• Consumer behaviour focused on ‘instant gratification’
• Designers facing obstacles when embracing new strategies
Sustainability factor:
• Examining every part of the fashion system not just the acquisition of the fashion
object
• Creating pathways for different services and sustainable products
• Introducing the human factor
Potential:
• Examining the fashion experience more broadly ! exponential innovation
• New business models based on holistic approach
Links https://llbfashion.com/
https://slowmaterialism.wordpress.com/
llb_fashion (instagram)
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Tuesday 18th September – Rebecca Shawcross, Senior Shoe Curator – Museum and Art
Gallery/ Shoemuseum, Northampton, UK

Mens green suede and gold kid exhibition boots. Maker: The MOUNTS FACTORY
COMPANY, Northampton – circa 1922
To date, the Museum and Art Gallery in Northampton is closed with the understanding of reopening by 2020. Their extensive collection is temporarily housed in a part of a building
adjacent to The Guidhall, an impressive historical building in the town centre. Rebecca
Shawcross, senior curator of the Shoe Museum, collected me from the front desk and took me
over to the other building via a labyrinth of narrow staircases, corridors and fire doors
eventually leading to the section holding the boxed-up collection including a small space
where we sat down and talked. Having worked with the collection for 20 years, Rebecca has
seen many changes over time in the political landscape of Northampton that to some degree
or other have influenced the way the museum is operating. Most counterproductive regarding
caring for such an important collection has been the cutting of the funding resulting in the loss
of staff – to date, the museum heavily relies on the help of volunteers.
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Challenges:
• Fitting into the political landscape with funding restrictions
• Loss of accreditation following the sale of an Egyptian statue ! application to re-apply
for accreditation possible after 4 years (next year 2019)
• Museum under criticism following the sale of the statue (which was not supported by
the museum but initiated by council/then-mayor of Northampton)
• Following the scandal around the sale of the statue, restrictions to market and to speak
for the museum ! Rebecca as the expert and curator is not allowed to, instead council
members do it with very limited knowledge
• Involvement of council counterproductive to museum’s profile and reputation !
council members speaking on behalf of the museum instead of accredited experts
• Lack of full-time staff
• Training volunteers – time intensive
• Volunteers cannot work unsupervised, employed staff can (Health and Safety
regulations) ! additional strain on current stuff
• Making the new allotted site (The Old Jail) suitable for housing the collection
• Funding restrictions around construction of the new location resulting in less-thanideal outcome
Sustainability Factor:
• Utilizing existing building/repurposing old jail
Potential:
• New site attracting more visitors
• Addition of café within the site allowing for flow-on effect
• New site of interest to historically invested individuals allowing for additional
audience
• Re-gaining accreditation ! re-instating good reputation and fundamentally important
base to be part of inter-museum exchanges and exhibits (currently museums can
borrow from Northampton, but would not lend any exhibits)
Drawings and notes made by June Swann who worked for 30 years in the shoe museum
and assortment of shoe boxes collected/donated over the years
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When I asked Rebecca to tell me about one of her favourite objects in the museum, she stood
up to retrieve a children’s shoe made from the ear bone of a whale. According to Rebecca, a
dog owner in Oxford contacted the museum. The dog used to roam freely, and over a period of
time brought home two objects slightly differing in size. Most likely, the shoes were made for
children, and it was never established where exactly this footwear was found. Most
interestingly, not anywhere near the sea!
Whale ear bone with wooden sole/ platform attached to it

Link

https://www.northampton.gov.uk/museums
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Thursday 20th September – Philip Warner – National Leather Collection, Northampton, UK

National Leather Collection Curator Philip Warner showing me around the eclectic
collection in Northampton. Assorted suitcases and trunks on the right.
Background of the current ‘National Leather Collection (former: Museum of Leathercraft):
John W Waterer (1892-1977) worked as a managing director, designer and leather craftsman
for the company ‘Clarke & Co’ by the time he and Dr Claude Spiers (Doctor of Chemistry)
founded the ‘Museum of Leathercraft in 1946 (London).
During his lifetime, John Waterer found the time to write and publish an assortment of books,
lectures and articles. Equally passionate about good design and the conservation of leather
goods, he was a man of many skills and the original designer of suitcases suitable for aircraft
travel when flying became accessible for a wider audience. In 1937 he became a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts followed by many honorary appointments. In 1953 John Waterer was
elected to the faculty of Royal Designers for Industry.
Example of his outstanding designs include ‘TAYCALL’ wardrobe-style hand luggage (1938),
‘CLIPPER’ (1939), ‘VOGUE’ (1936), ‘SECUREX’ (1953), ‘FLITEWEIGHT’ (1954), ‘FANTOME’
(1959), ‘PUKKA’ (1963) and ‘ZIPPERIOR’ (1966).
After several relocations, the ‘Museum of Leathercraft’ opened in Northampton. To date, it has
made its home as part of the ‘Grosvenor Centre’, a shopping mall located in Northampton’s
historical town centre, and has been renamed as the ‘National Leather Collection’ in an
attempt to make it more accessible for a wider audience.
Quote John Waterer on the ‘ethics of good design’ (from his book ‘Leather in Life, Art and
Industry, Faber & Faber, 1946):
“There is, too, the ethical side of the matter (referring to mass-production). Good design…is a
social responsibility, not only of the manufacturer and distributor, but of the public and the state.
(…) There are three forms of dishonesty in design. It is dishonest for a material to masquerade as
something other than it is: as for (…) textile to imitate leather. It is dishonest for an article to be
disguised as something else: for example, an electric lamp to simulate a wax candle. It is
dishonest for an object to pretend to be made by a process totally different from that employed:
for instance, a plastic moulding to imitate hand-worked wood (…)”
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My appointment with Philip started in the morning, and after a restoring lunch break
continued right into the afternoon. What started as ‘just’ a job soon became a real passion for
Philip who sees his role as a curator to make this extraordinary collection not only more
known but also more inviting to a much wider audience. Preservation for future generations
is a must for this valuable resource, and the leather/shoe industry as well as museums
worldwide.
About four years ago Philip started as a ‘caretaker’ assuring that the collection will be housed
in appropriate storage with adequate displays made available to the public. He stated that he
became most passionate about the collection once he realised the real scope and the
knowledge embedded within it. Philip cherishes the value of this historical treasure and can
see the potential of this collection to help the city of Northampton reclaim what it once was: a
striving hub of leather industry and relating business.
During my four days in Northampton, the socioeconomic decline could be seen everywhere.
Many shop fronts formerly housing small businesses and higher-end products were taken
over by thrift shops/opp shops and low-quality mass-produced cheap products. Testimony of
a city in decline is everywhere, and the council has an enormous job ahead creating a
community attractive to people and business again.
Challenges:
• Funding – a council with a political agenda
• Acknowledgement from the leather and shoe industry ! most valuable resources and
examples for the journey of leather throughout the story of mankind
• Understanding of footwear industry about the importance of accessing the past to
understand the future
• Overcoming resistance of local shoe factories and business owners to embrace the past
as well as focusing on the future thus learning from mistakes
• Storage and preservation ! current storage not ideal for preservation
• Collaboration with the ‘Leather Conservation Centre’
• Maintaining accreditation of the museum
• Location – tucked away in a corner of the shopping mall
Sustainability factor:
• Providing invaluable resource centre for the leather industry
• Raising awareness by inviting the public to participate in workshops held in the ‘open
to the public’ part of the collection
• Introducing a variety of different skills around working with leather ! re-introducing
long forgotten skills such as tooling/gilding and the tactility around leather
Potential:
• Establishing a well-known shop area with handmade product for fundraising
• Establishing the collection as a ‘Go to’ place for the whole family (renaming the
museum into the collection part of the idea of de-stigmatizing museums)
• Creating an inviting place with ‘memory making’ potential
• Putting on ‘unusual’ exhibits to attract new audiences ! steering wheel exhibition
• Collaborating with artists to widen the scope of current collection
Links https://nationalleathercollection.org/
Blog https://nationalleathercollection.org/blogs/
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Further reading (extracts):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leather in Life, Art and Industry – Faber & Faber, 1946
Leather and Craftsmanship – Faber & Faber, 1950
Leather Craftsmanship – G Bell & Sons Ltd, 1968
Spanish Leather – Faber & Faber, 1971
A Guide to the Conservation & Restoration of Objects mad Wholly or in Part of Leather
– G Bell & Sons Ltd, 1972 / 2nd edition 1973
Leather and the Warrior Museum of Leathercraft, 1981

Variety of chemicals and natural extracts collected by Dr Claude Spiers, co founder of
the Museum of Leathercrafts
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‘PEARCE’ display models (smaller scale) in various styles. Used by sales representative.
Left: detail inside leather suitcase designed by John Waterer.
Right: detail Leather Screen
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Monday 24th September - Birgit Oder, Studio ‘GANG ART’ in Berlin Weissensee, Germany

Birgit Oder and her daughter Annalisa in her studio in Berlin/Weissensee sitting in
front of a 1911 built sewing machine VDNF – a magnificently preserved shoe upper
sewing machine handed down from her father, also a shoemaker.
Right: parts of Birgit’s last and wooden platform library.
On a crisp autumnal day I made my way over to ‘GANG ART’ studio to meet with fellow
shoemaker Brigit Oder.
The entrance to the courtyard leading to her part of the building has a distinctive charm and
comprises of an assortment of ground and multi-level buildings. This part of Berlin and this
very location was the first outer Berlin factory building according to another creative maker
we later met over lunch in the shared lunch area.
Birgit’s studio is small with high ceilings, and upon entering it felt like stepping into a treasure
trove filled with old machinery, multitudes of lasts, colourful leather and – of course! – her
shoes.
Birgit grew up in the former East Germany and remembers her father using the same machine
she is using for all of her designs now. Her father was a shoemaker and she started repairing
and making her own shoes around 1983, before becoming the ‘Theater Schuhmacher’ at the
theatre in Gera.
Having to work with a consistent lack of resources based on the political situation in the
former East, she said what she did back then was ‘improvisation’ rather than shoe making –
using old leather jackets people somehow kept (think old ‘Wehrmacht’ coats – coats and
jackets worn by Nazis and kept for their longevity and lack of other clothing).
She had the luck to be sent to Karl Marx Stadt (now Chemnitz) to learn one-on-one with an old
shoemaker. After six months she returned to the theatre with new skills that she has been
using ever since.
In 1988 she relocated to Berlin with her family, which proved to be challenging as every
position at theatres in the former capital of East Germany were taken.
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Birgit told me that for her, the fall of the Berlin Wall (late 1989) came as an absolute
opportunity – all of a sudden, she had access to leather, additional inspiration and most
importantly found herself in a position to be able to set up her own shoe studio.
Which she did. The 90s with the ‘Grufti’ (German word for Gothic/Tomb) movement helped to
build her reputation as the go-to person for musicians and other artistic people interested in
her creative creations.
Today, her daughter Annalisa was in the studio to get her mother’s supervision for her first
pair of shoes – a present from her parents (dad paid for the burgundy leather, mum provides
help and instructions).
Annalisa told me that it will be the first time she is allowed to use the impressive sewing
machine – the very same her grandfather was given as a 15-year-old apprentice in lieu of
wages just before the second world war.
Her mother, on the other hand, remembers using this machine as early as a 12-year-old
mending and repairing - a vital skill and necessity in the former East Germany.
There is a wooden workbench also dating back to Birgit’s father and a sole press in need of
repair. Birgit showed me the damage – the leather cushion part is coming apart from the steel
rim and needs replacing. She was confident that her father built this very part of the machine
replacing the original component – again, making do and coming up with alternate solutions
which worked for decades.
On the wall is a board holding a multitude of hand tools, and for finishing and grinding Birgit
uses the basement where her finisher is stored – a big machine requiring the use of STARK
STROM – high voltage energy.
Over the next five hours, I chatted to Birgit and Annalisa while witnessing the first steps in
Annalisa’s progress towards her very own burgundy boots – comparing techniques and ways
to tackle certain problems. A most delightful way to spend the day, especially when home
baked Pflaumen Kuchen (classic plum cake) made an appearance.
Besides designing and making shoes for her clients, Brigit also teaches shoemaking as art of
the LETTE school in Berlin.
Challenges:
• Resources – her main source in Berlin (AGP) has ceased trading ! there are other
companies in Germany, and she has already started working with them
• General lack of respect for shoemaking ! education needed
• Regular customers getting older ! new generation of clients needed
• Keeping on top of things regarding new development and resources ! visiting fairs
and tradeshows is not her favourite pasttime but a vital part of her business, too
• Increased overheads ! rental price for her studio/whole building is increasing
Sustainability factor:
• Repairable designs ! her shoes can be re-soled and repaired
• Utilising resources such as decades old timber platforms purchased from other
shoemakers/factories going out of business
• Working with certified leathers – ‘Leder Fiedler’ http://www.leder-fiedler.de/
Potential:
• Education via her ongoing courses with LETTE/ Berlin
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Links http://www.gangart-schuhe.de/
http://www.leder-fiedler.de/

‘Werner’ Boots brought back for repairing after years of using as motorbike shoes, left.
Right: Certified German leather

Annalisa and her finished boots – she sent me a photo!
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Thursday 28th September - Caecilie Becker, ‘Massschuhmacherei’, Bremen, Germany

Caecilie Becker (right) and one of her three employees, Heidrun in the
‘MASSSCHUHMACHEREI’ in Bremen. Rather large bespoke shoes in their lasts close to
completion
Caecilie Becker and her workshop have been part of the Bremer landscape for decades. When
I arrived in Bremen to study Fashion Design in the 80s, her first shop was located just two
doors down, and I remember my fascination whenever a new shoe appeared in her small
window.
30 years later, Caecilie’s creations have moved a short distance but a world away – located in
a sunny and generous space over two stories. The 50ies building has an inviting feel to it
when I arrive for my 10 o’clock appointment with her.
And again, that sensation when inhaling that mesmerising mix of leather, glue and other shoe
related materials – for me, a happy place!
Caecile is looking back on 44 years in the business – after finishing her apprenticeship her
first job was with an Orthopaedic shoemaker. Today, she has three people helping her in her
shop and everyone is specialised – this way of sharing the work is working well and ensures
making bespoke shoes in Germany is still a viable business option.
Caecilie knows exactly who her client is – so she and her team can work with every client
according to their specific and varied needs. While I was in the workroom, an elderly woman –
a repeat customer – arrived for her fitting, and I witnessed how thorough and knowledgeable
the attention was to this customer.
At least one fitting is the minimum for each order, and every machinery and tool needed can
all be found in this generously laid out workspace.
Apart from her bespoke service, Caecilie also offers a ready-to-wear collection – she stores
one Belgium made collection (sample shoes) as well as ‘Claudia Kieseling’.
This is the alternative to completely custom-made bespoke footwear, and for many of her
clients, a comfortable and less expensive opportunity to purchase high quality footwear.
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During this Thursday, Caecilie and I talked about our trade and compared notes on challenges
and experiences within the shoe world.
Challenges:
• Lack of apprentices – throughout most trades in Germany and a big issue for shoe
makers
• Resources – certain suppliers no longer in business
• Small business disadvantaged by suppliers’ focus on bigger companies ! Caecilie
could no longer purchase a smaller container of a special latex glue as the supplier only
stocks the biggest containers, and glue has the tendency to go off if not used in a
certain timeframe. She made the decision to stop using it despite it being very effective
• Educating her customers so they will be able to understand the challenges complicated
foot structures present
• Managing expectations ! miracles sadly not possible!
Sustainability factor:
• All her bespoke footwear is repairable ! reduction of waste
• Longevity – her shoes last
• Providing her clients with quality footwear ! quality of life as some of her clients are
experiencing extreme discomfort and reduced mobility
Potential:
• Ongoing meaningful work creating a useful and wellbeing enhancing product
• Ongoing communication and sharing of knowledge with fellow shoemakers !
‘Massschuhmacher Treffen Berlin’ (meeting of bespoke shoemakers, Berlin)
Link

http://www.massschuhe-bremen.de/

Tools of the trade – details in Caecilie’s workspace – assortment of heels and sole
material including male ‘pin up’ calendar – an ironic take on the classic ‘male tradies’
world in this all-female work place in Bremen.
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Sunday 30th September – Leather Museum in Offenbach, Germany
Link

https://www.ledermuseum.de/

My favourite piece in the collection – coat worn by Inuit made from the guts of seals.
Arleuten, Alaska, before 1874
From the DLM website: https://www.ledermuseum.de/
The DLM German Leather Museum was founded in 1917 by architect Hugo Eberhardt in the once
thriving leather city Offenbach am Main, originally as a collection of historical models for the
training of young designers, craftsmen and leather goods producers.
To date, more than 30,000 objects from all cultures and epochs have been collected, divided into
three collection areas – Applied Arts, Ethnology and German Shoe Museum. This makes the DLM
the only museum in the world that exclusively collects and presents everything related to the
material of leather.
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After World War II, Hugo Eberhardt cooperated with the National Socialists after inial
resistance and relentlessly pushed the museum forward. In the early 1940s, the museum work
partially came to a halt, the collections were outsourced, and the building was badly damaged by
bombing.
After the war, the house was confiscated by the American occupiers as a ‘warehouse’ but left
some rooms to the DLM. The German Leather Museum opened its doors again in 1949 on the
occasion of the first leather goods trade fair ‘Lederwarenindustrie und Marschallplan’ in
Offenbach.
In 2017, the German Leather Museum celebrated its 100th anniversary with two major
exhibitions and a diverse program of events. The jubilee shows the treasures of the DLM, some of
which were still hidden in the archives, and gives an insight into the future of the museum.
Two exhibitions invite you to discover the diversity of the material leather and the special quality
of the collection objects: from classic leather goods to outstanding individual works to the last
objects made of similar materials.
When I entered the museum on that last Sunday of September, the friendly staff explained one
of the attractions of the current show to me: a display of a huge variety of leather with a ‘touch
screen’ approach. By putting your hands on the skin on display, additional information about
the animal in question, origin and the relevant properties of the leather appeared.
For me, a very interesting part of the exhibition as I had access to skins and materials I have
never seen before, for example Stomach Leather (from cows, used for fashion industry) and
Gut Leather (from seals, used by Inuit for their water repellent overcoats). Another section
was dedicated to leather alternatives such as mushroom, paper, cork and other materials
made from recyclables such as organic fruit waste (pinatex ! pineapple waste), recycled
plastics, and leather fibre waste made into ‘Lederfaserstoff’.
Some examples:

Left: Cow stomach leather in red. Right: Ray dyed red.
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Left: Purple CHICKEN feet. Right: ELEPHANT.

Left: BISON and Right: SHARK.

Left: SEAL GUT. Right: TOAD.
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Some examples for leather alternatives:

MUSHROOM left, PAPER right

PINATEX (pineapple fibre) left, CORK right
A very thoughtful exhibition with the aim to educate which kept me captivated for hours.
Personally, the Inuit coat made out of the guts of seals, a very lightweight yet strong and
importantly water repellent material fascinated me. Apart from all the properties making it
the ideal additional clothing item in those challenging living conditions, I was delighted by the
delicate appearance making it a remarkably beautiful but functional object. The coat on
display dated back to ‘prior to 1874’ – it looked in outstanding condition.
I spent the better part of my Sunday in the DLM and almost had the space to myself – a rare
treat in a museum. They have an extensive shoe collection as well as a part dedicated to
leather artefacts stemming from all over the world.
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A few more visuals to get a small glimpse into this German treasure-trove:

Leather gloves, Shoes designed by Hans Christiansen (1900), Leather Tape measure

Goat leather shoes with appliqué found in a grave in Theban, Egypt – dated around
1600 BC – example of the endurance of leather (in the right environmental conditions)
as well as posing an issue when put in the landfill ! long decomposition time.
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Left: Childrens’ shoe, Italy, approximately 1610.
Right: detail mens ankle boots approximately 1910, Germany

Sock Sandal designed and patented by Max Mannesmann in 1909, Germany
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Nigerian Helmet Mask, first part of 20th century
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Tuesday 2nd October – INCUSA, Silla, Valencia, Spain – CANCELLED
Unfortunately I had no luck getting a reply to my repeated emails – over months I tried to get
in touch (via their website contact form, via separate emails) and my plan was to visit them
without an appointment – not an ideal situation given this is a busy tannery.
I had planned two nights/one day in Valencia, and upon my arrival had to deal with my lost
luggage. This took the better part of my one and only day in Valencia, so I had to abandon the
idea of heading over to Silla to the tannery.
Link

http://industriasdelcurtido.es/en/sanotan-titanium-leather/

Thursday 4th October - Museu dell Pelle, Vic, Catalunya, Spain

Entrance to the museum housing the leather collection upstairs over two levels.
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Vic is a small town about 70 kilometres north east of Barcelona. I took a train heading through
the Spanish countryside, which was dry after the unusually long and hot European summer.
Recently in Northampton and Waalwijk I visited similar places, and I was curious to see the
Cataluyan approach.
In 1996 this custom build space opened its doors to the public with a two story upstairs space
holding the collection of Andreu Colomer I Munmany who, over many years, has compiled an
impressive assortment of decorative leather art.
Notes taken from the handout:
Museu de l’art de al Pell (Museum of leather Art)
It’s dedicated to decorative and applied leather art. It holds the collection assembled by Andreu
Colomer I Munmany, a collection that consists of objects made entirely of partly from leather. A
wide range of pieces are displayed including chests, screens, altar frontals, escritoires, chairs,
saddles, masks, shadow theatre puppets etc.
The pieces, of great artistic value, are very varied in terms both of their origin and period, and
are representative of many different leather-working techniques. Particular outstanding are the
gilt leather pieces, including wall hangings, altar frontals and screens, made from gilded and
polychromed sheepskin leather. Also worthy of note are the chests and caskets covered with high
quality goatskin known as cordovan leather (a type of tanned goatskin of high quality).
The permanent exhibition allows the visitor to follow the history of European decorative and
sumptuary arts, as represented by the artistic working of leather, as well as offering a glimpse of
leather art in non-European cultures, such as those of China and Africa.
Inaugurated in 1996, and housed in the rehabilitated building of the Carme Convent, the
museum offers, in addition to the permanent exhibition, an interesting programme of temporary
exhibitions and cultural activities.
Challenges:
• Attracting interested audience
• Competition to historical museum in Vic holding medieval collection
Sustainability factor:
• Housed in re-furbished Carme Convent
Potential:
• Of great value to future generations
• Dedication to preserving and conserving leather artefacts
Link

www.museuartpellvic.cat
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Left: scalloped edges at leather trunk, 17th Century, Peru.
Right: detail from embossed and gilded leather screen, 18th Century
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Friday 5th October - Gala/Salvatore Dali exhibition, Museu Nacional D’art de Catalunya,
Barcelona, Spain

Gala wearing the SHOE hat made by Elsa Shiaparelli in collaboration with Salvador Dali.
1937, black felt.
Sitting in my room overlooking Placa De Tetuan and planning my agenda for my time in
Barcelona, I came across an ad for the exhibition ‘Gala Salvador Dali’. Titled ‘A Room of one’s
own in Pubol’ the show was dedicated to Dali’s muse and wife and promised an interesting
take on the life of a woman I didn’t know much about.
I made it over to the beautifully placed Museum – once you’ve climbed all those stairs, the
view overlooking parts of Barcelona with the mountains in the back came as an additional
treat on this clear, crisp morning in October.
Information taken from the hand out:
A room of one’s own in Pubol
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Someone wrote that unveiling Gala would be to puzzle out the Surrealist tableau that would be
incomplete without her. That could not be truer. Gala was the key to the literary development of
her first husband, Paul Eluard, and it was Gala who – after travelling to Cadaques in 1929 –
glimpsed the potential of Dali and abandoned her Parisian life for a young Catalan with whom
she would share her life and creative project.
Lover of German painter Max Ernst, friend of Crevel, Char and Bousquet, photographed by Man
Ray, Brassai, Beaton, Schaal and Lacroix…loved or hated, Gala is so much more than a beautiful
and ambitious woman, more than her shroud of Russian mystique, she was an extraordinary
writer and creator of many surrealist objects.
She was also the co-artist and co-creator of Dali’s creative oeuvre. The artist himself
acknowledged this fact in his writings and in the double signature he used over the years: Gala
Salvador Dali. The time has therefore come to give Gala the place she deserves in this old
Surrealist tableau.
I have always been fascinated with the Surrealist movements, and Germany had its own share
with the DADAism. As a young student of the arts, questioning boundaries and the solemnity
of the art world made complete sense. I recall once using the Shiaparelli/Dali’s ‘Lobster dress’
as the base for my own design for an assignment requiring de-constructing a fashion icon.
In a way entering the exhibition felt like re-connecting with a part of my past as a young
person with the eyes of a much older woman still highly attracted to the absurd and the
pushing of boundaries.
I thoroughly enjoyed the exhibition as I saw connections and context formerly unbeknownst
to me. Even now it is not the norm for a woman and artist to get the acknowledgement she
deserves, especially in the case of a renowned artist such as Salvador Dali.
Obviously it did help that he himself made his stance in this very clear, leaving no doubts
about her massive input and the importance she had during his life and career.
And…finally…after all these years, seeing the famous SHOE hat on display – wonderful!

Working on the ‘Dream of Venus’Pavillion, 1939. Right: ‘The flesh of the décolleté of My
Wife, clothed, outstripping Light at full speed’. Circa 1954
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Friday 5th October - Silvia FADO footwear designer, Santa Perpetua de Mogoda, Spain

Silvia Fado in her bright and airy studio at the top of her parents’ house in Santa
Perpetua de Mogoda, left. Right her second favourite shoe – her most cherished is the
one seen on the screen behind her sporting an acrylic geometrical heel.
Silvia Fado is a footwear designer currently based about 45 minutes outside of Barcelona in
Santa Perpetua de Mogoda. She has trained in London at St Martin’s and relocated to
Barcelona some time ago before setting up her current space on the top floor of her parents’
architecturally designed house. Ultimately, she plans to return to Barcelona, but to date, she
enjoys the luxury and space her current studio offers.
I came across Silvia’s work in the context of conceptional shoe design. An increasing number
of mostly young designers are presenting work with distinct references to architecture and
industrial design. An eclectic mix of materials and bold shapes make up works of art –
intended for visual impact rather than day-to-day function. Organic shapes married to
geographical precision demand attention while pushing the boundaries of fashion and
footwear.
Silvia has experimented with hydraulic heels. She is in the fortunate position of having a direct
link to a wood maker and a metal worker, both individuals are family friends and very
supportive of her unusual work. She showed me their realisations of her designs, and the
professional finish is apparent.
In her studio, she has a 3D scanner and a ‘Multitool’ 3D printer she uses for experimenting
with new platform and heel shapes.
To secure basic financial support she currently works as a freelance footwear designer on a
new range of women’s shoes to be launched soon (not her own brand, one Brazilian, one
Middle East brand with production in Portugal). Occasionally, she teaches in Burgos, Spain.
She also designs for DotsDash under her own name – Silvia Fado.
Most of her clients hail from London, and she acknowledged that apart from hubs like
Barcelona and Madrid, Spain tends to be lacking the enthusiasm to embrace new, innovative
designers and their talent.
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Silvia has collaborated with fashion designer Miquel Suay creating the men’s shoes worn at
his collection. Soles were 3D printed in polypropylene and the upper handmade in highquality veg tan leather from Spain. Every shoe was made by her in her studio.
She is interested in investing more time and work with MODAFAB, an association for Fashion
Design based in Barcelona.
Challenges:
• Continuous access to wood maker and metal worker (occasional waiting periods as
they fit in her work in between their regular orders)
• Spain is lagging behind trends such as embracing sustainable design
• Spain partially conservative ! not overly open to embracing new design
• Not enough opportunities for designers to showcase their talent
• Sustainability and environmental issues not within the public awareness
Sustainability factor:
• Only recently on the Spanish agenda
• Lack of awareness and understanding
Potential:
• Opening of a conceptual shop in collaboration with other designers in Barcelona
• Ongoing collaborations with fashion designer
Links http://www.silviafado.com/
https://dotsdash.com/store/product/alter
Tip
http://www.normanvilalta.com/ shoe designer in Barcelona

‘SHOE lamp’ – recently shown in New York, left. Right an assortment of Silvia’s designs
over the years – hydraulic heels and 3D printed block soles
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Monday 8th October - Gabriele Gmeiner, shoemaker, Venice, Italy

Gabriele preparing the sample shoe for the client – in case the fit is exceptional good,
she ‘upgrades’ the sample and finishes it as well, providing two pairs of shoes for the
price of one.
Gabriele’s workshop is located on an unusually quiet little Campo in Venice, and of course it
took me a while to find it after getting ever so slightly lost in the maze that is Venice.
Gabriele Gmeiner was born in Austria and has worked during her ‘Wanderjahre’ (travelling
time as a traditional artisan) with a multitude of shoemakers in various countries, ultimately
settling in Venice when her current shop location came up as an option to establish her own
business.
I found her in her rather spacious (for Venice!) workshop filled with light, classic tools of the
trade, a multitude of lasts and shoes of course.
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Acknowledging her need to keep working I settled into ‘the throne’ and watched her attend to
the mock-up/sample shoe for a client due to come for a fitting this Friday…no time to waste!
After the initial time of establishing some connection, I found myself thoroughly enjoying
being in her presence, and our conversation took place mostly in German adding to a sense of
familiarity.
Once a year since 2010 she travels to Austria for the ‘Salzburger Festspiele’ and works in their
studios on the shoes for the actors. For each season she estimated she and her team would
make approximately 35-50 pairs of shoes, her being responsible for the lasts and patterns,
while her colleagues work on assembling the actual shoes.
In her own studio, she creates about 120-150 pairs of finely crafted shoes each year, and her
clientele are approximately 9 per cent male.
Gabriele’s take on the Italian leather industry is critical. While the artisanal part if still going
strong, she sees an industry in crisis based on economic circumstances and a lack of general
appreciation for the trade.
She told me that she prefers to work with French leather for the upper/lining (purchased via
her importer situated in Milan) while getting her sole leather from Germany/Trier.
Her commitment to quality is tangible, and her close relationship to her product obvious in
the way she talked about her journey up to today. I am in the presence of a woman still
passionate about making shoes.
She introduces me to the concept of ‘cultural autism’ referring to fellow artisans so immersed
in their subject that coming up for air is almost impossible. Individuals so in sync with their
trade and products, and on the other hand almost crippled, when facing classic mundane
chores of contemporary day-to-day life.
We talked about our personal dedication to making, and the joy and deep satisfaction coming
from a job well done, a shoe well made.
She gave me a book tip: Richard SENNETT ‘The Craftsman’, 2008.
https://www.richardsennett.com/site/senn/templates/general2.aspx?pageid=21&cc=gb
According to Richard Sennett, craftsmanship names the basic human impulse to do a job well
for its own sake, and good craftsmanship involves skills and focusing on the work rather than
ourselves. He explores the work of craftsmen past and present, identifies between material
consciousness and ethical values, and challenges received ideas about what constitutes good
work in today’s world. https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300151190/craftsman
Interested in getting her take on the Venetian shoemaker community, I told her about the
connected group in the Netherlands, and how they appear to be most supportive.
Gabriele’s experience being a foreigner certainly painted a different picture: in general, she
considered the Italian landscape to be more competitive, and especially in Venice more than a
little bit exclusive – while she is aware of the other shoe designers/makers in town, they do
not enjoy a supportive network and exchange. On the contrary – she experienced being
rebuked by one person for a simple cordial acknowledgement in the street.
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In the past Gabriele has referred potential clients to her colleagues since every shoemaker has
their very own signature. In those cases, she felt another maker would be the better fit for the
person’s needs and expectations.
Our time is up as Gabriele’s son was waiting for his mum to pick him up…two hours flew past
in no time. Luckily, I would be in Venice for another day, so I happily agreed to meet Gabriele
again tomorrow to have lunch together.
Challenges:
• Leather supply ! small business cannot access ‘first choice/grades’
• More waste based on slightly lesser quality in leather
• Finding a partner for her business
• Finding a n apprentice willing to stay for at least two years
• Economical restriction (her being the only maker)
Sustainability factor:
• Longevity ! handmade shoes made to last
• Repair ! all her shoes can be repaired
• Timeless product made by artisan
• Using as little waste as possible
• Reduced use of glue and solvents focussing on sewing instead
• Use of half veg-tan/half chrome tanned leather, lining is 100 per cent veg tan
Potential:
• Adding a partner to the business will increase capacity and ultimately income
Link

https://gabrielegmeiner.com/

Gabriele working on the sample shoe – a pair of ankle boots to be trialled on Friday
when the client returns. Work done on her old SINGER machine.
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Monday 8th October - Giovanna Zanella, shoemaker, Venice, Italy

Giovanna Zanella pictured with shoes in her shop – about 10 years ago. Photo by
Massimiliano Longo.
Without an appointment due to lack of communication I wandered into Giovanna’s shop to
say hello and to introduce myself. Mentioning the emails I had sent over the last couple of
months including the one I sent just two days before somehow derailed the meeting from the
very beginning. Giovanna never received any (which would clearly explain why I never got a
reply) and appeared very reluctant to talk to me.
Her shoes are a delight – they make a beautiful display in this tiny room very close to a little
bridge. Giovanna told me that mostly, she creates for women, but does have a lot of male
clients as well. Her designs are playful, creative and exquisitely made – very colourful pieces
of art complementing her vibrant floor made up of brightly coloured smashed tiles.
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Giovanna hails from Venice, and she tells me that unlike her shop her home is in a part of
Venice with more privacy and a local feel.
I asked her about her take on the multitude of tourists and she confirmed my observations:
tourism has gone mad in Venice and tipped it for the worse. Most Venetians are over it and no
longer supportive – a delicate situation considering how much Venice does rely on tourism for
its survival while equally being threatened by it.
Giovanna pointed out that most of the current tourists are the day trippers – coming in for a
short time and swarming the city like locusts. Certainly not the demographic her shop profits
from, and overall detrimental to this town depending on foreign visitors.
I wasn’t allowed to take any photos of her shoes nor of us together, but she gave me an older
postcard depicting her about 10 years ago…and I could photograph her floor she designed
herself.
I only stayed for about fifteen minutes feeling my presence wasn’t welcome. Unlike my
previous encounters with fellow shoemakers I didn’t really make a connection with Giovanna,
and certainly did not have the opportunity to find out more about her and her business.
She certainly makes beautiful shoes!
Link

http://www.giovannazanella.it/

Looking down at Giovanna’s colourful shop floor- the only photo I was allowed to take
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Tuesday 9th October - Atelier Segalin di Daniela Ghezzo, shoemaker, Venice, Italy

Daniela and me in her shop in San Marco, Venice – lasts she altered to resemble human
feet, right.
I made it twice to Daniella’s shop – the first time due to an error in time. Having misread her
suggestions to meet on Tuesday, I arrived on the Monday instead and met a friendly Italian
gentleman sitting on the small bench in the shop. With the noise of occasional pedestrian
traffic and the comments of people gazing at Daniela’s window display floating into the shop,
we both sat in amicable silence for some time before he started a conversation – in Italian!
No such luck at understanding, but I must have made enough sense to him to retreating into
the back of the shop and phone Daniela…confusion cleared, and I left with the promise of
returning tomorrow…today!
This time, Daniela herself was present as well, and she introduced me to her father, Gianni,
who, again, was sitting on the bench. – that is, until his friend arrived to pick him up for their
morning coffee. Venice truly has the feel of a village, and it certainly is not much bigger…
Daniela took me to the back of her shop where she does her magic and – again - a most
interesting conversation took place. Set up as a shoemaker’s shop in 1932, in 1975 Rolando
Segalin took over before in 2000 Daniela continued with the tradition then aged 25.
In Rome, she learned how to make men’s shoes, and she explained the fine geographic
differences when it comes to shoes: According to her, Venetian shoes display casual elegance
and favour moccasin style, while shoes in Florence are more dressy, shiny with pointy toes.
Today she was by herself, and she has an assistant helping her with her orders.
The majority of her clients stem from outside Italy, and her shoes start from 1,800 Euro. She
showed me a picture of Ruth Ginsburg, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court (USA) wearing
her shoes that she made for her about two years ago.
Daniela sees her clients once to measure their feet, get a feel for the person and to see them
walk. Then she creates the bespoke last, which she considers the most important part of the
whole process. She told me that she doesn’t need to see the clients again, and the finished
shoes are sent without having been tried on again in the shop.
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Initially Daniela started out as an art student while working in a shoe shop.
Passionately she described her sense of feeling very drawn to shoes and how she eased into
shoemaking – a natural choice for her, and her artistic sense is apparent in her designs, most
obviously so in her shoes designed for women.
When I asked her about her favourite design, she explained how she detests ‘frou frou’ –
referring to overly ‘cute’ designs – and her preference for elegance over frills. I can certainly
relate to that, and our conversation left me with a feeling of having made another ‘real’
connection with someone sharing similar values and opinions.
She told me about her friend Shoko Matsuoka, a Japanese shoemaker established in Florence –
someone as it turned out I already had on my list of people I was hoping to meet when visiting
Florence.
Challenges:
• Dealing with people - applying patience
• Managing unrealistic expectations in the face of problematic feet
• Educating about the true nature of bespoke shoes
• Economy has changed, less money is spent
• Online shop and sales NOT a possibility as she must ‘meet the feet’ in person
Sustainability factor:
• All her shoes are repairable
• Longevity and timeless design
Potential:
• Further ongoing business via PASA PAROLA (word of mouth)
• Distinctive style
Link

https://www.danielaghezzo.it

Left: current order, a pair of boots for a female client. Right: sample shoes amongst the
lasts in the back.
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Tuesday 9th October - Aldo Serafin, shoemaker, Venice, Italy

Aldo Serafin holding one of the many curiosa in his tiny shop around the corner of
Campiello de Sol – a smiling crocodile! Right: showing me the back of a high heel made
as a special order for one of his clients
Coming back the next day to have lunch with Gabriele, I found Aldo in her shop with the
intention of taking her out for a meal. Undaunted by my lack of Italian he cheerfully declared
he would take us both out – the more the merrier!
With our interpreter Gabriele in tow we preceded to “The Black Cat”, a little restaurant with
the feel of everybody’s extended home. Patrons and proprietor shared an easy banter, and a
sense of familiarity and small village connection prevailed. I learned that the restaurants’
namesake, a giant black cat, did pass away some years ago after a long life overseeing the
business – mostly from the counter. Over a classic Venetian lunch (mushroom risotto, some
dried fish paste and assorted vegetables) Aldo told me about his business catering to the
transvestites’ community and specialising in luxury brand repairs.
He doesn’t have a website, is less than impressed with social media and told me that real
connections can only be face to face – people find him via mouth to mouth and in general on
recommendations, and his business appears to be keeping him busy and allowing him to
spontaneously shout fellow shoemakers (Austrian and German/Australian today!) lunch
whenever he feels like it. We relocated – in true Italian fashion – to a cafeteria nearby, inhaled
a coffee each standing at the counter and then made our way back to the respective shops.
Aldo invited me to visit his shop, and I happily obliged. Just around the corner of Gabriele’s
studio, Aldo’s place is the size of a biggish cupboard and filled to the brim with sample shoes,
leather and an assorted collection of related and (maybe?) unrelated objects.
Without our interpreter, by now we mainly used expansive hand motions and exclamations in
a variety of languages – I can never be certain, but my impression was that yes, his business is
running very well keeping him in work. He whole-heartedly enjoys what he is doing, and
especially working with his transvestite clientele allows him to be as creative as he wishes.
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He showed me a pair of high-heeled red shoes (pictured above), and his craftsmanship was
undeniable – merging fine leather skills with eye-catching designs and unusually shaped
heels. I left his shop in high spirits and momentarily deluded regarding my Italian language
skills…
Challenges:
• Workspace limitation ! tiny shop
• Aqua Alta ! flooding Venice and shops
Sustainability factor:
• Repairing high quality footwear and extending product life
Potential:
• High skill levels regarding repairing prestigious brand products
• Recommendations/collaboration via said luxury brands
• Ongoing work based on word of mouth/happy customers
Link

‘Serafino Il Calzolaio’ Venezia S. Polo, 1058/A – Tel 3384 308 906
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Wednesday 10th October - Lucrezia Vinante, marketing LORENZI, Vigonza, Padua, Italy

‘Nature, Love, Respect’ – chosen tags Lorenzi uses for branding their ‘Lyliane”
microfibers, left. Right: close-up of sneaker on display ‘Responsibility starts with us’
The scenario couldn’t be more different to Venice, which I left earlier that day: about a 20
minute bus ride out of Padova, Vigonza is a smallish town with an industrial feel to it.
LORENZI is located just outside Vigonza in the industrial zone within view of the autostrada –
easy to reach via car, and quite a hike when depending on public transport. I was met by
Lucrezia Vidante for a short get together as she could spare only about 45 minutes in between
her other appointments for the day.
When researching for my fellowship, I came across LORENZI, and their slogan ‘Design and
Creativity combined with Technological Evolution’ promised an interesting talk about
contemporary technology in the fashion and footwear industry in the times of global realignment towards sustainability.
LORENZI has been around since the 1970s selling components to the leather industry. In
2004, introduction of ‘Lyliane’ marked the re-modelling of the company specializing in
research and development of leather alternatives.
To date, they work with a variety of finishing companies located in the Tuscany.
Lucrezia and I sat on facing couches made up in two different types of their ‘Lyliane’ product,
one a matte black surface, the other one with a ‘cracked’ look to it and both in black.
Solely based on first visual impressions, this microfiber certainly delivers with the ‘leather
look’ – I spend close to an hour sitting on mine, and the feel was pleasant, and I couldn’t detect
the typical smell of ‘fake leather’ either.
LORENZI has dedicated research and resources into the development of LYLIANE, a manmade
fibre used in the fashion and footwear industry replacing traditional leather.
Combined with a special ‘polyurethane finish, they came up with ‘LYLIANE3DMXbio’ which is
‘the excellent result obtained by the effective union between the most advanced findings of
applied chemistry with the most advanced technologies of the textile world.
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It is right from the study of leather that Lyliane was born, the microfiber par excellence that
maintains the same structure of leather, but with much lower specific weight and with the
same mechanical resistances and duration over time.
Lyliane can be produced in different thicknesses but also in particularly rigid version to ensure
greater safety and stability, or in a softer version that gives the realized items more comfort and
a perfect round hand, ideal for any use in replacing the leather.
In every condition Lyliane 3DMX overcomes in resistance, lightness, comfort and flexibility
compared to any other synthetic material such as PVC and PU.’
(Quote taken directly from the LORENZI 3DMXbio leaflet Lucrezia gave to me).
Apart from my high school chemistry knowledge (forgotten decades ago due to lack of
practical application) I only possess a rather limited understanding of chemical substances
used in the footwear production. However, I am very aware about the toxicity in solvents and
other said products, so I was keen to find out LORENZI’s take on this contentious topic.
According to Lucrezia, the list of clients is substantial, and their position in the global market
is sound. I mentioned my recent visit to the Stella McCartney store in London looking at their
vegan sneakers, and it turns out that to date, LORENZI is working on a solvent free vegan
leather replacement for Stella.
Considering the enormous toxicity of solvents and other agents needed in the developing of
leather alternatives, this is an interesting collaboration to watch.
Note:
I emailed Lucrezia after my visit to obtain additional information referring to studies around
circular economy and their product. I am curious about how exactly Lyliane is fitting in with the
model of the ‘No waste’ loop. To date, no reply was secured.
Challenges:
• Education about the LORENZI product
• Usage of solvents
• Landfill!
• No long-term studies regarding biodegradability
• No current expertise and long-term insight around environmental and human side
effects
Sustainability factor:
• Replacement of leather within the footwear and fashion industry
• Working on solvent free products
• Replacing PU and PVC with Polyurethan
• Cruelty-free vegan philosophy
Potential:
• Solvent free production
• Branding and LORENZI philosophy appealing to young people
• HTP (High Tech Research project) focussing on the development of high performing
materials compatible with the demands of for example the sports industry; Safety
footwear)
• Collaboration with University of Venice/ Fashion students (LORENZI supplies small
quantities of their product with no charge for students to use for their designs)
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Link

http://www.lorenzinet.com/en/

Those comfortable couches covered in LYLIANE microfiber at the LORENZI office in
Vigonza, Padua.
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Friday 12th October - Florence – Salvatore Ferragamo (former shoe) museum

The only room dedicated to shoes to date – according to the display notes, this room
resembles Ferragamo’s shoe shop in Hollywood, USA.
First of all: The Salvatore Ferragamo Shoe Museum is no longer a shoe museum – by taking
out the ‘SHOE’ from the title this museum located very close to the river Arno in Florence now
houses changing exhibitions and there is very little on show around Salvatore Ferragamo’s
creations.
One single room depicting the shop he had while living and working in Hollywood was all
there was on offer – I must admit I felt rather disappointed having anticipated a much wider
range of his intricate and very contemporary looking shoes (especially in regards to the heels
! architectural, graphical sculptures).
Here are the curator’s notes displayed in the room:
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Born on June 5, 1898 in Bonito, a small town in the Irpinia region, at the age of seventeen,
Salvatore, as a skilful shoemaker, immigrated to the United States. In 1916, in Santa Barbara, he
was already famous for making custom-made shoes for movie actors.
Thanks to the creativity and to the comfort of the shoes Ferragamo designed, which he took
courses on foot anatomy at the University of Los Angeles to learn about, Ferragamo footwear
became synonymous quality. With their original designs and a perfect fit, they were craved by
some of the most famous stars of the time, names like Rudolph Valentino, Mary Pickford, Pola
Negri, Gloria Swanson and Joan Crawford. When the film industry moved to Hollywood,
Ferragamo followed it there, opening a shop on Hollywood Boulevard called the ‘Hollywood Boot
Shop’, wholly in Italian style.
In 1927, Salvatore Ferragamo decided to go back to Italy to increase his production of
handmade shoes, and the American press bade farewell to “the shoemaker to the stars”.
He settled in Florence where he gave birth to a company that produced over 350 pairs of shoes
per day and employed 750 skilled shoemakers.
It was in Hollywood that Salvatore Ferragamo began experimenting with unique materials and
meticulous techniques for his extravagant clientele. He patented the first inventions, reaching a
peak in the 1930s with the creation of the wedge, and in 1947 with the ‘Invisible Sandal”, a
length of nylon monofilament, commonly used for fishing, used for the upper.
That shoe earned him the Neiman Marcus Prize, considered the ‘Oscar of Fashion’, awarded for
the first time ever to a shoemaker and for the first time to an Italian.
Salvatore Ferragamo died on August 7, 1960, leaving behind an immense collection of his
creations, now housed in his archive in Florence, in the historical Palazzo Spini Feroni, his
company’s headquarters since 1938.
And:
Salvatore Ferragamo is recorded to have been in Santa Barbara from 1916 onwards, in the city
where two of his brothers had gone to live and where they opened a custom-made shoe shop. The
American Film Manufacturing Company had also established itself there. When the Italian
craftsman had the chance to visit the studios, he was intrigued by the world of cinema, from the
set designs to the costumes.
It was through his brother who was working in that particular sector that Salvatore was given
orders for shoes to be worn on the set, especially boots for the Westerns. It soon became clear to
him that cinema was a field where he could create something that was totally new.
When the movie industry moved to Hollywood in 1923, Salvatore chose to move there, too,
opening his shop opposite ‘Grauman’s Egyptian Theatre’, which he began to supply with shoes
for the dancers. The shop, furnished in Renaissance style to a design by Salvatore Ferragamo
himself, was a place that stars from all around the world simply had to visit, as Gloria Swanson
or Rudolph Valentino who became his friend.
Salvatore, as a great entrepreneur, understood the importance of tying his name to the artistic
and artisanal imaginary of Italy, became a promoter of initiatives aimed at valorising Italian
culture. Indeed, he was a member of an executive committee of Opera Company, founded to
promote Italian music, especially opera, in California.
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Unlike other immigrants, he fit right in with American society and was a guest of all the most
exclusive Hollywood parties.
The filmmaker David W Griffith found a way to publicise Ferragamo’s shoes, advancing the idea
of a contest for “the most beautiful feet, legs and ankles in the city”. The prize for the winner was
a contract for Griffith’s film, while those who came in second and third won a pair of Ferragamo
shoes.
That was how Salvatore came to meet Joan Crawford, one of American cinema’s greatest stars
and one of his most loyal customers.
When Salvatore left Hollywood in 1927, the press hailed him as “one of the few shoe experts in
the country” and ‘one of the most famous and avant-garde businessmen in the sector”.

Left: 2 prototypes for sandals. Right: LOTTIE, closed suede shoe, 1925
Link

https://www.ferragamo.com/museo/en/usa/
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Friday 12th October - Shoko Matsuoka, shoemaker, Florence, Italy

Shoko Matsuoka’s shop ‘LA CALZOLAIA’ in Florence – entry next to the gentleman with
the yellow trolley.
I have been trying for close to six months to get in touch with Shoko Matsuoka. Very little
information about her can be found on the net, and she does not have a website nor appeared
to be on social media under her own name. Consequently, I wasn’t able to contact her prior to
my arrival in Florence. (I have since found out the name of her shop ‘La Calzolaia and the
Facebook link).
According to the little I managed to find out, she did part of her training with Calogero
Mannina, a traditional Florentine shoemaker who founded his business in 1953 (after his
death some years ago his business is now run by his son Antonio Mannina and Giovanni
Lorenzo in the workshop).
I was interested in meeting Shoko as she represents a distinctive group of dedicated
shoemakers: Japanese craftspeople setting up shop in Europe.
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I made my way over the Arno to find Shoko in her workshop tucked away in Via de’
Ramaglianti. You had to ring the bell to gain entrance, and apart from Shoko herself, another
Japanese shoemaker and three shop cats inhabited this space dedicated to shoes…and felines!
Very quickly it became obvious that our combined language skills would not be adequate to
conduct a conversation (as I did not have prior contact, I wasn’t able to organise an
interpreter) but we certainly had a common interest apart from shoes…cats!
Somehow I managed to tell her about my visit to Daniella Ghezzo (a friend of hers), and Shoko
made a call to Venice, which helped her understand my reason for showing up on her
doorstep.
I thoroughly enjoyed getting my hands on her feline shop attendants who gracefully endured
my enthusiastic approach while Shoko, her fellow shoemaker and myself stumbled along
verbally.
Both women are dividing their time between Italy and Japan (Japan for teaching) with the
focus running the shop in Florence. Like most Italian shoemakers I have visited, production is
mostly for men (but women’s shoes are made to order as well of course).
The language barrier prohibited any prolonged conversation, so after another cat pat I left
them to keep working on their current orders.

One of three cats minding the shop – sleeping on top of leather storage, left.
Right: Cats certainly are an important part of Shoko’s life – shoes and cats!
Link

https://www.facebook.com/lacalzolaiadism/

Saturday 13th – Saskia Wittmer, shoemaker, Florence - cancelled
I did contact Saskia Wittmer months ahead of my trip and never received a reply. Upon arrival
in Florence, I made my way over to her shop to say hello and to hopefully arrange a meeting.
An arrangement was made to see her later, but Saskia cancelled later due to other
commitments (film crew from L.A. in town).
Link

https://saskiascarpesumisura.com
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Saturday 13th October - Marina Abramovic, Palazzo Strozzi, Florence, Italy

Marina Abramovic exhibition poster spotted in Florence, and detail of ‘Nightsea
Crossing (Gold Nuggets)’ – gold, fabric (no date, courtesy of Marina Abramovic
Archives)
Travelling from Padua to Florence by train on Thursday, I came across the complimentary
magazine featuring an interview with the artist Marina Abramovic whose exhibition THE
CLEANER is currently showing at Palazzo Strozzi.
After an unexpected cancellation by Florentine shoemaker Saskia Wittmer I decided to visit
this exhibition instead. Over the last decades I have seen parts of her performance work, and I
happily embraced my unexpected chance to visit such a far-reaching retrospective bringing
together all her experiences from the 1960s to the 2000s.
Young artists reinterpreted parts of her performances during the exhibition and it was an
opportunity to see live performances of IMPONDERABILIA or CLEANING THE MIRROR.
Sadly, my three hours roaming around Palazzo Strozzi had to be spent in the company of way
too many other visitors with varying degrees of ‘Selfie’ restraints.
A substantial part of Marina’s recent work deals with the concept of meditation, focussing the
mind and the notion of being present.
I observed visitors seeing the whole show mainly through their tiny screens and posting their
selfies as proof of participation. I watched people using Marina’s invitations to experience
their inner focus (sitting on a chair facing the wall) as yet another opportunity for another
photo for social media. The irony!
By the time I reached the end of the exhibition, I came across ‘Counting The Rice (2015)’
which ‘is an exercise in public participation spawned by a series of workshops entitled “Cleaning
the House”. Invited to isolate themselves using soundproof headphones, visitors sit at a table and
separate white rice from black lentils, noting down the number of grains of each on a slip of
paper. What Marina Abramovic is attempting to do is to give the public a chance to reflect on the
meaning of the present and on a new connection with the self, imparting a sense of calm,
concentration and care’ (paragraph taken from the handout exhibition flyer).
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Just what I needed after close proximity to my fellow humans! I am happy to report taking this
moment in time counting grains re-instated my slightly rattled sense of balance, and I left the
Palazzo with my head full of images and my mind pondering the state of this world so clearly
in need of calm, concentration and care – rare commodities indeed!
The link to my research is obvious – sustainability and the ability to see the bigger picture
environmentally naturally relies on a connection with the self, both on the individual as well
as the community level.
Link

https://www.palazzostrozzi.org/

‘Counting the Rice (2015) and my participation – a calming exercise in focusing the
mind
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Monday 15th October - Diane Becker and Barbara Mannucci, Consorzio Vera Pelle Italiana
Conciata al Vegetale, San Miniato, Tuscany

Barbara Mannucci, Diane Becker, me and Sabine Meyer at the Consorzio Vera Pelle
Italiana Headquarters in San Miniato
When I think about ‘Italian Leather’ I see the word ‘Tradition’ stamped in my mind. For as
long as I can remember, mentioning Italian leather evoked images of high quality, finely
crafted artisanship and - of course! - impeccable footwear.
Italian shoes had the reputation of high quality, careful assembly and in general
accommodated people with slimmer feet. During my rather lean years as a Fashion student I
recall joyous moments when finding a desirable pair of shoes of Italian origin in a secondhand shop – it was brought home, lovingly polished and added to my even then impressive
shoe collection.
Nicoline Enter (formerly S.L.E.M now ‘The Footwearists”) linked me to Diane E Becker who
works as a consultant for the ‘Genuine Italian Vegetable Tanned Leather Consortium’ based in
Tuscany. Diane has worked in all aspects of the speciality leather business from visual
merchandiser and buyer to designer of high-end leather goods and shoes, specialising in
international trend research and creative brand identity. To date, Diane organises and
coordinates the didactic project Craft The Leather.
Since 2012 Craft The Leather is a training project, upon invitation only, focusing on a group of
talented young designers from the most prestigious and innovative international fashion and
design institutes.
The project’s objectives are to enhance the knowledge of Vegetable-Tanned Leather and enrich
the technical know-how of designers/makers longing to start a career into the international
fashion system.
Participants are hosted one week in Tuscany, experiencing a full immersion in the life of the
Leather District, following the entire productive process from the tanneries, to the state of the
arts water purification plant. They come to know many types of vegetable-tanned leather,
experience industrial and artisan practices, join a master class led by traditional leather
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craftsmen, and in the concluding creative workshop, the designers are free to experiment
crafting, finishing and personalization techniques on a wide range of natural veg-tanned
leathers, using traditional materials and tools. The program includes also visits to traditional
artisan bottegas and to museums in Florence. (from www.pellealvegetale.it)
Consortium background:
In 1994 a small group of traditional Tuscan tanners founded the ‘GENUINE ITALIAN
VEGETABLE-TANNED LEATHER CONSORTIUM’ with the aim to safeguard a typical Tuscan
product and to guarantee the quality of raw materials and processes used in its production.
High quality vegetable-tanned leather, the renowned VACHETTA, is still produced according
to ancient methods.
They have developed a registered trademark, which as the guarantor and ambassador of
Tuscan excellence in the world, can be used only by its associated tanneries on their
vegetable-tanned leathers produced in compliance with the Consortium’s Production
Regulations of Technical Specifications.
The members of the Consortium have rigorous technical specifications, higher than European
standards, to which they must adhere to be able to use the mark of quality certification.
While highlighting traditional techniques with origins deeply imbedded in Tuscan history, the
consortium also looks to the future:
‘(…) sponsoring research; organising events and seminars on emerging trends; and holding
workshops for young designers, makers and producers. It has over time presented the Tuscan
veg-tanned leather story at prestigious centres of culture such as the Guggenheim Museum in
New York or the Centre Pompidou in Paris.’
(Quote taken from the booklet ‘Il Conzortio’ produced by the consortium).
Barbara Mannucci and Diane Becker came up with a one-day program specifically tailored to
my research. The aim was to observe the entire supply chain for vegetable tanning in Tuscany
and to learn what the tanning community considers best practice.
Program:
• Introduction to the Tuscan Leather District, presentation at the consortium’s
headquarter
• Tour of a veg tan tannery, where the entire process from raw hides to finished leather
is conducted !La Perla Azurra
• Visit to the district’s centre of research and experimental tannery including the four
laboratories dedicated to physical and chemical standard testing. The district’s
monitoring of water quality and training for the industry on every level also occurs on
site ! Polo Technologico Conciario PO.TE.CO
• Visit to the water treatment plants, where active research and experimentation makes
this a dynamic process unique to the Tuscan Leather District. Here the aim is to reduce
environmental impact while aiming toward a circular economic system by up cycling
waste products into value for the economy.
• Visit to an independent laboratory dedicated to impact of colouring on materials.
Link

www.pellealvegetale.it
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Monday 15th October - Paolo Fontani, Responsable Export, ‘La Perla Azzurra’, Tannery,
Santa Croce sull’ Arno, Pisa, Italy

From raw hides with hairs still attached to the finished product (cured) drying out over
20-25days – CONCERIA AL VEGETALE ‘La Perla Azzurra
After an early morning pick up from our little B&B in San Miniato, Diane took us to our first
arranged meeting: the LA PERLA AZZURRA (The Blue Pearl) vegetable tannery in Santa Croce.
Located in close proximity to the river Arno, last year (2017) this family-run tannery
celebrated 50 years producing high quality VACHETTA. (High quality veg-tanned leather).
Upon arrival we were greeted by Massimo Boldrini who oversees the administrative side, and
later we encountered his still very active 80+ year old father Franco Boldrini (one of the
founders of this company) grading the finished product in the storage warehouse.
Our guide around this small and well-equipped tannery was Paolo Fontani who is responsible
for the export side.
This wasn’t the first tannery I have visited, and again I found myself transported back in time.
Over centuries tanneries have used same or very similar tools, machinery and resources to
create leather.
Again, a brilliant reminder how important it is to create context and understand the origins of
everyday products as every leather shoe, every leather bag/belt/bag finds its origin exactly
here: in the archaic, wet, often smelly world of physical labour and expertly fine-tuned skills
around just the right combination of ingredients and chemical reactions.
Unlike the chrome tanneries I have visited, La Perla Azzurra has a much more pleasant smell –
the leather is tanned using Tree Tannin (Quebracho extract) imported from Argentina, a fine,
rusty-red powdery substance not unlike the red dust you can find in Australia’s Red Centre.
Challenges:
• Educating the customers re the product ! veg tan leather reacts differently to chrome
tanned leather, for example it reacts to the sun
• Staining ! every time veg-tan leather is exposed to rain, it will be marked, and the
remnants of this mark even when dry again will be part of the ‘story’ of this piece
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•

Unrealistic expectations of the luxury industry ! leather is a natural product, and
cannot re-produced exactly as every piece of leather will be slightly different

Sustainability factor:
• Company is part of the state of the art Consorzio Vera Pelle Italiana compliant with
latest safety standards and environmental protection (higher standard than European
standards)
• Consistent water testing compiled and supervised by company completely dedicated to
maintaining highest water standards
• Company pays for water purification based on the current level of pollution ! high
motivation to keep pollution down and maintain cleanest possible production
Potential:
• Maintain and continue with being part of the highly valued VACHETTA production in
the Tuscany Leather District ! world wide reputation/luxury goods sector
• Company is committed to supplying small business and artisans with very small
quantities of hides ! niche market with expandable growth potential
Link

www.laperlaazzurra.com

.
Left: Extracto de Quebracho – Argentinean tree tannin agent.
Right: with Paolo Fontani at the tannery. Bottom: close up VACHETTA and 35 year-old
leather bag, beautifully aged, on the right.
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Monday 15th October -Francesco Spennanti, CUOIO DEPUR Water plant, San Romano

Arial photo of the water plant, which is surrounded by agricultural areas
Depending on disproportionally large amounts of water for its day-to-day procedures,
tanneries over the centuries have always had a substantial impact on the environment and the
inhabitants within the area of operations.
Francesco took us for a stroll around the water plant. He explained the research he and his
team are undertaking resulting in a dynamic process unique to the Tuscan Lather District.
Experimenting with a variety of ways to purify water, the main aim is to reduce
environmental impact. They have come up with a circular economic system by up-cycling
waste products into value for the economy.
Link

http://www.cuoiodepur.it/
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Monday 15th October - Dr Domenico Castiello, CEO PO.TE.CO (Polo Tecnologico
Conciarion), Santa Croce sull’ Arno (Pisa), Italy

What remains from a hide: fascinating process of breaking down leather hides into
proteins in one of their labs.
PO.TE.CO has been operating since 2002 in the field of research, training, innovation and
technology transfer. It plays an important role supporting companies in the leather sector by
providing human and technological resources. The district’s monitoring of water quality and
training for the industry on every level also occurs on site.
Also on site: Toscana Manifatture ! training centre for the local footwear industry.
We met with Director Domenico Castiello who took us on a tour around the different areas.
PO.TE.CO runs laboratories equipped with the necessary instruments for chemical and
performance analyses for a variety of materials and resources such as Leather, Fabrics,
Accessories, Water and Chemicals.
Physical-mechanical analysis:
This laboratory performs the main physical-mechanical strength tests, colourfastness,
stability and compatibility of materials
Water analysis:
This laboratory carries out analytical activities to check the main physical and chemical
parameters of primary waters (groundwater, well water, internal and process water
networks) and industrial wastewater and civil settlements.
Chemical analysis:
This laboratory performs chemical-ecotoxicological tests on leather and fabrics to verify
compliance within the requirements of national and international specifications.
It also analyses the reagents commonly used in the tanning process.
In collaborating with universities (University of Pisa) and research institutions PO.TE.CO is
heavily invested in ongoing research related to all aspects of the leather supply chain.
To date, they have two patents pending:
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1. Invention of innovative formulations for thermoplastic materials (use of by-products
of the tanning process in the polymers sector)
2. Formulation of the new metal-free and biodegradable tanning agents starting from
waste biomass or renewable vegetable raw materials
Various areas of research:
1. LIGHTAN
New systems for the recovery of resources and purification/wastewater treatment for
an integrated approach. In particular, this project intends to develop an ecosustainable process trough upping the efficiency of production processes, integral
wastewater management and lowering the usage of chemicals.
2. WATER 360
This project focuses on establishing a pilot water plant working with three tanneries
with different tanning methods. Testing and validating their use of water during the
complete tanning cycle will provide insight to set up treatment modules specialising in
ultra-filtration, nana-filtration, disinfection, cooling and storage of treated water.
Ultimately, the pilot is essential in preparation of the construction of the Tuscan
aqueduct currently in planning.
3. MITICO
Development of Intelligent Technological Systems fit for an evolved ‘greener’ tanning
industry. It is vital to come up with more eco-sustainable and safer products to match
the tightened regulations around acceptable environmental impacts. International and
EU standards and technical specifications with the aim to limit the use of hazardous
products are the main reason for ongoing research and conscious debate around the
phasing out of chlorides and chromium.
MITICO intends to develop the production process of a new biomass that will be
biodegradable to make metal-free leather.
Challenges:
• Ensuring ongoing funding for development
• Lengthy timeframes as new processes and procedures are tested
Sustainability factor:
• Working on ways to develop biomass for tanning process
• Replacement of metal-tanning agents with natural procedures
• Serious investments to produce best practice and outcomes
Potential:
• Paving the way for metal-free tanning
• Innovative and new approaches for new procedures
Link

https://www.polotecnologico.com
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/fashion/leather_en

Monday 15th – Gianluca Papini, director Toscana Manifatture, Santa Croce sull’ Arno
(Pisa), Italy – located next door to PO.TE.CO
Link

http://www.toscanamanifatture.it/
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Monday 15th October – ‘Ars Tinctoria’ Colour lab, Santa Croce sull’Arno, Italy

Left: Sandra, one of the analytical chemists at ‘Ars Tinctoria’ demonstrating one of the
many specialised machines in this state-of-the-art laboratory.
Right: samples of colour photos printed on leather with high precision
After a long day observing a multitude of processes and talking to many professionals our last
destination was the ‘Ars Tinctoria’ colour lab, also located in Santa Croce sull Arno.
Guided by Sandra, an analytical chemist we made our way along gleaming machinery and
equipment needed for testing for substances such as formaldehyde and chrome 6, a
dangerous metal associated with metal-dyeing.
This independent laboratory headed by director Gustavo Adrian Defeo is dedicated to
investigate the impact of colouring on materials with a special focus on leather.
Of Argentinean origin, Gustavo has worked for more than 30 years in the field of analytical
chemistry and colour physics and for eight years was in the role of global director of the dyes
division for the tanning industry (BAYER AG/Lanxess AG Germany).
According to their website (link at bottom of this page) they are heavily invested in academic
research, participating in the most relevant forums in the fashion and tanning sector.
Since the formation of the company, ‘Ars Tinctoria’ has been offering ‘Colour Science and
Dyes’ training courses for young students interested in a career in this field.
Climbing up another set of stairs, we reached a room where Sandra’s colleague demonstrated
some tests specifically developed to maximise printing on materials such as leather. The
quality was indeed amazing, and the results a testimony to their dedication to be one of the
leaders in their field.
This laboratory works mainly with luxury brands that are not competing on price but on
quality and service provided to the customer.
Link

https://www.arstinctoria.it/
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Wednesday 23rd October - Hester van Eeghen, studio visit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

With Hester Van Eeghen in her bag shop and HQ in Hartenstraat 37, left.
A multitude of colourful purses – shop display, right.
My very last day in Europe before heading home in 24 hours, and what an inspiring last
person to meet: Hester Van Eeghen, the Dutch bag and shoe designer I’ve been following since
one of her colourful bags enchanted me more than two decades ago.
This year marks her 30-year anniversary, and Hester kindly offered me a window of time to
meet with her before she continued with preparations for her exhibition ‘The Bag as Theatre’.
Background info from shop flyer:
Hester van Eeghen has been making leather bags, wallets and accessories since 1987. With an
ever-growing passion to create, in 2000 she began applying her craft to shoes.
First impression highlights her works’ geometric shapes and the spectrum of colours, but its their
mix of highly functional non-traditional elements and sly sense of humour that seduces.
Designed in Amsterdam and handmade in Italy, all items are manufactured in limited quantities
in specialised workshops, each in a variety of colours. Every piece in her men’s & women’s
collection is crafted from supple full-grain leather, lined with either leather or natural fabrics.
This method ensures that every one of her creations is of the highest quality and equally unique.
Based in Amsterdam, Hester van Eeghen’s products are now sold across the globe, carried by
exclusive retailers in Germany, the UK, Japan and the USA. In addition to the fashion dimension
she has items featured in museum shops worldwide. Three shops in Amsterdam, a diverse
collection, and several collaborations have established her reputation as a designer whose
consistent quality is only matched by her designs’ inventive sophistication.
Hester van Eeghen has been recognised as one of the most influential Dutch designers of the
twentieth century.
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Sitting on the office table with many of her bubble wrapped bags behind her, Hester’s inviting
personality made it easy for me to connect with her. Over close to two hours I got a glimpse of
the woman responsible for the shoes and bags in the colours of the rainbow – and then some
more!
Interestingly, bestselling colours vary depending on countries and over the decades Hester
observed that often a country’s nature reflects its inhabitants’ preferences:
In England, softer hues and pastels are bestsellers, while Saudi Arabia favours the shades of
the sand and other earthy hues.
Bestseller in the Netherlands: RED! German customers also favour a combination of red and
black.
To date, Hester’s sales make up 60% from her shops, about 30% wholesale and the remaining
10% internet purchases.
She employs a total of 18 people, three full-time, and the rest being part-time, some even
working only one day per week – for Hester, this model is working and she is happy to explore
ways to keep good staff.
Over the years, Hester has been using 350 different colours creating the distinctive look of her
collections.
About 7-8 years ago, new environmental EU guidelines created change in the finishing/dying
process resulting in much softer and less colourfast hues. Hester showed me the corners of
her own bag where the colour has rubbed off and told me about the ongoing efforts made to
ensure colourfastness and longevity.
Hester works with a variety of leather suppliers and told me about a specific one currently
experimenting with ways to achieve best results while reducing the use of harmful chemicals
even further.
With her partner’s work as an environmental adviser heavily invested in sustainability,
Hester’s immediate personal domain fans out into her work. It is her observation that much
more effort is needed to achieve best possible results for the environment and society.
Ideally, governmental bodies should be neutral only interested in facts and responsible
outcomes as opposed to the current focus on party politics.
Society will benefit when a fact-based agenda is introduced with science working hand in
hand with local business and the global economy ultimately.
I mentioned Australia’s current government’s outdated stance on renewable energy leaving
us completely behind dealing responsibly in the face of global climate change.
Hester recalled her partner’s recent visit to Australia as an adviser – according to her he
returned less than impressed with Australia’s failure to join other countries and leaders
dealing with climate change in a pro-active way.
Germany for example has banned coal energy and is continuously exploring renewable
energies and ways to introduce responsible, more sustainable conduct for business and
corporations.
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Before leaving, I asked Hester about her favourite colour…it is GREEN. Sure enough, she was
wearing ankle boots in three different shades of green - the last thing I saw of her when she
was dashing out of the door heading to her next appointment in Amsterdam Noord.
Challenges:
• European labour costs (production done in Italy)
• Staying competitive as niche brand in changed market
• Consistency re leather supply ! high quality skins from Switzerland and The
Netherlands not as easily available compared to 15 years ago.
• Leather supplies from other places lesser quality ! different life stock conditions
• Consistency in dying/finishing process ! colour vibrancy and longevity
• EU ‘sustainability’ regulations not as clear and binding as desirable
• More work on governmental level needed for better results for improved
environmental impact
Sustainability factor:
• European manufacturing
• Working with tanneries dedicated to above standard guidelines
• Strong supported workforce at the shop/office ! work/life balance
• Organic growth as opposed to manufactured business plan
Potential:
• ‘Fruit basket’ work force ! diversity of strengths and skills
• Further collaborations
• Following the flow of creativity ! a never-ending story!
Links https://hestervaneeghen.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/fashion/leather_en

Mechanical detail on blue bag, left. Right: assortment of colourful bags in the shop.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
According to the dictionary, sustainability is defined as
1. ‘The ability to be sustained, supported, upheld, or confirmed.
2. Environmental Science: the quality of not being harmful to the environment or depleting
natural resources, and thereby supporting long-term ecological balance.
Link

https://www.dictionary.com/

To be truly sustainable, we have to look to become less of consumers and more of conscious
and thoughtful users and re-users.
Sustainability is a culture with all the intricacies and layers infiltrating all aspects of society.
Looking at the fashion/leather industry, for the majority of brands ‘sustainability’ is a mere
‘add-on’ attempting to make a brand/product appear ethically invested. Upon closer scrutiny,
one aspect is only too common: using ‘sustainability’ has become just another way to sell
more products which contributes further to the problem of waste and pollution instead of
protecting the environment.
To date, there is no such thing as Eco leather or ‘sustainable’ leather.
However, individuals and companies are working on solutions to reduce pollution and
toxicity.
Circular Economy is the business model for a more sustainable future.
While the veg tan leather tanning process depends on lesser amounts of chemicals than
chrome tanning, it still relies on substances classified as toxic as well as access to high
quantity of water.
Leather alternatives such as ‘vegan’ polyurethane and other manmade fibres cannot be
produced without impacting our environment and health as they rely on chemical processes
and procedures.
Bio-fabricated ‘leather’ grown in labs involves a tanning and dying process impacting on the
environment.
I have visited tanneries committed to the reduction of chemicals needed in the tanning
process to reduce toxins. Equal focus is dedicated to the ongoing research into the use of
water and how to further improve the water cycle. To date, processing raw hides and
producing high-quality leather is not possible without the use of chemicals and a significant
amount of water.
Leather is a product when treated respectfully in the right conditions has a long life span.
Leather ages beautifully and gains character no man-made alternative currently on the
market can match. In comparison, most of the man-made alternatives look used and/or torn
after a relatively short time in circulation and end up in landfills.
Lorenzi, an Italy based company offers LYLIANE claiming to have the properties of leather as
far as strength and compatibility goes. Since this product has been on the market for only a
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few years, long-term studies regarding degradability/circular economy and impact on the
environment are not available to date.
Note:
I contacted Lorenzi after my visit to obtain additional information referring to studies around
circular economy and their product. I am curious about how exactly Lyliane is fitting in with the
model of the ‘No waste’ loop. To date, no reply was secured.
Over the last decade, leather has lost the annotated value. Just like fur, using leather and
leather goods has been associated with animal cruelty and environmental disregard. These
are valid points and need careful and ongoing evaluation hopefully resulting in improved
conditions for animals, both overseas and in Australia. It has been acknowledged that a global
reduction of meat production equates to benefits for the environment and has the potential to
make a massive impact on global warming.
This is the emotionally charged landscape many startups and existing companies have built
their own ‘alternative leather’ brands in. Worldwide, there are some distinctive trends:
1. Organic waste
A growing sector is working with organic waste to create material such as Fruitleather
(Rotterdam, using discarded and rotten mangoes and other fruit waste) and Pinatex.
Pinatex is the brainchild of Carmen Higosa and a product made from pineapple leaves.
Over the last years I have been following the London based enterprise (sadly, I did not
manage to meet with them as communication was less than ideal). I had the chance to
get my hands on both Fruitleather and Pinatex and while I was fascinated by the
potential, to me, it did not feel as malleable and supple as leather. Discussions with
other shoemakers and designers revealed similar observations: not ideal for
shoemaking, but very suitable for bags and purses. Big sneaker brands have been using
Pinatex, and it is gaining momentum.
Links https://www.ananas-anam.com/ (UK)
https://fruitleather.nl/ (Netherlands)
2. Lab grown
Leather-like material is grown from scratch in laboratories predominantly in the US.
Biofabriaction at ‘Modern Meadow’ has produced ‘ZOA’ innovation. Inspired by the
properties of leather, this is a fundamentally new approach to material construction
via the production of collagen protein. Material is designed on a molecular level
according to the desired properties before undergoing tanning and dyeing. Dyeing
procedures depend on chemicals and water. This is a recent development and not yet
easily accessible, but certainly of great interest. In combination with the focus on reassessing the meat industry this could very well be of immense importance over the
coming years.
Please note that during my Fellowship I did not visit any such company but focused on the
traditional leather industry and efforts around circular economy and environmentally
viable alternatives to leather in Europe/UK.
Links http://zoa.is/ (USA)
http://www.modernmeadow.com/ (USA)
http://www.mycoworks.com/ (USA) ! mushroom leather
http://www.ecovativedesign.com/ (USA)
https://boltthreads.com/ (USA)
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3. Man-made fibre production
Most ‘vegan’ shoe productions I am aware of rely on advanced versions of what about
30 years ago was known as ‘pleather’ – a plastic material made from PVC and other oilbased medium. Of varying quality, this material was also used in the apparel industry.
To date, innovative processes and improved production have eliminated the use of
certain toxins associated with PVC production and polyurethane appears to be the
substance of choice. Remarkable finishing are on offer from utilizing the latest
technology.
Current marketing focus on ‘cruelty free’ caters to an increasing number of vegans
within the population. The product has not been around for long enough to produce
sound results based on long-term studies around environmental impact and
application of a circular economy.
Link

http://www.lorenzinet.com/en/ (Italy)

Vegan shoes:
Links Mireia Playa, Barcelona
https://www.mireiaplaya.com/en
AVESU, Berlin
https://www.avesu.de/
Stella McCartney, London
https://www.stellamccartney.com/gb
4. Natural replacements
Cork ‘leather’ is a high-quality fabric produced from cork from the cork oak tree.
Harvested, dried and steamed it is pressed into blocks that are later sliced in thin
sheets. Cork ‘leather’ production claims to be chemical free. Properties such as
lightness, water resistance, and pliability and wear-and-tear resistance make it a
vegan-friendly material suitable for shoes and apparel.
Link

https://www.corkor.com/pages/our-way (Portugal)

There is no such thing as a sustainable fashion and footwear industry, but many committed
people are fuelled by the vision of creating a less toxic and depleted environment within that
industry.
I have talked to people passionate about water and ways to optimise the circular usage.
I have spent time in the presence of individuals dedicated to finetuning industrial processes
for better outcomes based on highest standards and beyond.
Most of all, I have been impressed by people driven by genuine concern for our shared world.
In a political climate where current society values appear to be driven by capitalism and
subsequently immediate gratification and corporate greed, it was wonderful to meet people
focussing on what truly matters: the bigger picture.
I saw first-hand how people applied common sense within their business rather than
focussing on short-term gain. Caring deeply for their product and the wellbeing of their
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employees directly links in with taking responsibility for today’s world and with future
generations in mind.
I returned to Australia with unforgettable impressions, the feeling of being linked to a
wonderful bunch of likeminded and passionate shoemakers, and a clearer vision for my own
practice.
Experiencing this Churchill Fellowship served as a powerful reminder that change can happen
with one individual at a time. In the face of immense environmental challenges there is the
will to pursue innovation, lobby for transformation and to fill educational gaps on all levels of
society.
Instigated by visionary individuals and with much-needed momentum from community and
governmental support, there is hope that change is on the horizon. A circular economy as
opposed to a linear economy will be the key for adaptation and redefining the industry.
What is a circular economy?
A circular economy is a strategy based on the reduction, reuse, recovery and recycling of
materials and energy. By replacing the linear economy through new ‘loop-flows’ of
reutilization, restoration and renovation, a circular economy is considered a key element to
promote the dissociation of economic growth and increasing resources consumption,
ultimately leading to depletion.
Inspired by the loop within the natural ecosystems and its long-term continuing process of
recycling and re-absorption, a circular economy promotes a reorganized economic model
mirroring production systems and consumption in closed loops. Established as a dynamic
process that demands technical and economical consistency, its success depends on a revised
social and institutional context (incentives and investments) and evolved consumer
behaviour.
In Europe over the past years, footwear companies are slowly adopting circular economy as
their preferred business model.
What can I do to improve the current landscape around the leather industry in
Australia?
Over the last 15 years I have experienced many uncomfortable moments when questioning
my own integrity around using leather. I have reduced my meat consumption to the point of
being vegetarian while still making leather shoes. Subsequently I have been looking for
alternatives ever since.
I returned to Australia brimming with impressions and the stories people have shared with
me. I am planning to:
•
•
•
•

Re-assess my business ‘Ideal Husband’ in regards to leather suppliers
Get up-to-date information about on-shore tanneries/leather suppliers
Take back control as to how my shoes are produced and get new makers
involved/invested in similar ethical values
Speak with confidence about leather as a product and how its properties fit into
sustainable design in comparison with alternate materials
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect with shoemakers all over Australia with the aim of starting a network along
the lines I have experienced in the Netherlands
Investigate a model of pooling forces and resources to promote ‘Australian made’
Make ‘Sustainable Design’ a focal point for my shoemaking courses coming up in 2019
Continue to question current perceptions around the fashion industry and the need to
consume as well as consumer behaviour
Continue to have dialogue with remarkable individuals I met through my fellowship as
a reminder to stay focused on the bigger picture
Acknowledge the need to keep on learning and to explore ways to improve a deeply
flawed global industry

What other improvements should be made in Australia?
During my travels, I met a remarkable group of individuals and companies who to various
degrees have spent substantial time, effort and money to investigate pollution, wastage and
ultimately improve the environment.
Collaborations between industry and training institutions providing state of the art learning
environments for students make for realistic pathways for interesting careers within the
industry.
Innovative start-ups appear to have the support of communities and government aiming for
best practice and beyond.
The principle of circular economy has been accepted as the way to deal with environmental,
socio-economic and logistical challenges.
Australia has a small population in comparison to Europe with the added challenge of the
‘tyranny of distance’.
Onshore manufacturing is prohibitively costly, and as a nation we strongly depend on offshore
manufacturing.
The leather industry has been facing a slow and continuous decline with regards to supply
chain and assembly.
Australian culture has a tendency towards conservatism and to define via sport.
It is my opinion that the Australian community would thrive with a broader, more openminded outlook via artistic practice and appreciation of unusual, innovative design
challenging the boundaries.
A less than forward looking political culture has resulted in an outdated model of energy
management and a lack of building onshore, local business with long-term vision in mind.
I would like to see Australia looking at:
•
•

Addressing the bigger picture – where we stand in regards to sustainable ways of
manufacturing onshore
Embracing circular economy as opposed to linear economy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actively looking for ways to further implement innovative energy design as opposed to
pursue outdated coal/gas !attracting new businesses and minds via educated and
demonstrated investment in new marketplaces
Supporting local makers and designers
Supporting existing leather and shoe industry
Strengthening said industry by re-creating manufacturing incentives ONSHORE
Taking pride in ‘Australian made’
Investing financially in supporting networks
Reconsidering current business model of university /TAFE education as it falls short of
providing pathways into the leather industry apart from small sale self funded
enterprises
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